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I say • • • that the opportunity to get rich, to attain
unto great wealth, is here

•

0

o

now within the reach of

almost every man and woman who hears me speak tonight

0

there is not a poor person in the United States who was
not made poor by his own shortcomings, or by the shortcomings of some one else. It is all wrong to be poor
anyhow.
Russell Conwell,
Acres of Diamonds,
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Chapter 1. Introduction: Social Mobility in American Life

Throughout its history, people such as Russell Conwell
have admired the United States for the opportunities they
saw lying within reach of every citizen. Unlike

Europe~

they said, a manls social position in America was determined by his own abilities, and not by the accident of his
birth.
But have such opportunities ever really existed?
There has always been a current of opinion opposite, to that
of Russell Conwell. From the artisans of the J.acksonian
era 2 to sociologists of the past decade 3 , observers have
looked back, at least implicitly, to a Golden Age in American life, and concluded that opportunities for self-advancement have dried up4.
This study will focus on social mobility in San Francisco in the late nineteenth century. The question I want
to answer is, does the quantitative evidence available
support the contention that nineteenth century America was
a land in which a man was free to rise as far as his
talents could carry him? More specifically, I will closely
examine a representative sample of 1009 San Francisco,
residents. I gathered this sample from the Federal manuscript census of 1870, and then traced its members through
San Francisco's city directories through 1890. In this
way, I have sought to uncover meaningful patterns of geographic and occupational mobility.

-2-

Any study of social mobility in American life raises
a very basic question: how much mobility is "enough" mobility? The ideal is expressed in the quote beginning
this paper: enough mobility means that every man and woman who tries can " • • • attain unto great wealth. II
But how does the social researcher determine if there
has been "enough" mobility? Absolute values may be broached
as an answer, and social reality judged insofar as it approaches these values. The researcher may state that people
should be able to do the work for which they are best suited.
Or secondly, assuming limited resources and their unequal
distribution, he or

~he

may state that each person should

have equal access to these resources. Or the researcher
may state that "enough" social mobility is that which is
necessary to assure that, in a growing society, jobs are
filled by talented people, to assure the smooth running
and the stability of the social system.
But one may also use relative values to judge the extent of social mobility, and it is this approach that I
find most congenial. Using this approach, whe.ther or not
there has been "enough' mobility depends upon how much
mobility people expect to experience. The laborer who
experiences 60% upward mobility but expects to experience
100% may feel more frustrated than one who experiences 10%
upward mobility but expeets noneS. In this viewpoint, the
ideas that people hold about social mobility are crucial.
Thus, to place the study of social mobility in San Fran-

-3cisco in the proper context, one must be aware of the
value that nineteenth century Americans ' placed upon social
mobility.
What kinds of expectations did Americans have about
social mobility? Obviously, one cannot go back and interview the 1009 citizens in the sample on their opinions of
social mobility in general, and their own in particular.
However, an examination of the relevant literature can at
least give the researcher an impression of the social mobility themes that were present in the reading public's
mind. The Horatio Alger novels are certainly important to
this theme. The poor but honest lad who through moral uprightness and a

bi~

of luck attains respectability and the

boss' daughter was one theme popular in thela.te nineteenth
century6. William Graham Sumner and other Social Darwinists
were also concerned with the topic of social mobility.
If they were indeed reflecting (as well as molding) public
opinion in the late nineteenth century, then not equality
of condition, but equality of opportunity was most valued
by Americans. According to this viewpoint, all had an equal
chance at the starting gate. The cripple and the athlete
were in the same race for the possession of scarce resources,
and if one was able to run further than the other because
of natural abilities, this was as it should be?

David

Potter has examined the social mobility theme in American
life, and asserts that social mobility has been almost a
mandatory obligation. The expectancy has been that every

-4man is the architect of his own destiny; the corollary of
this has been that those lower in status have failed in some
way8.
These may have been the prevailing American opinions
on social mobility, but how widely were they accepted by
divergent groups of Americans? In particular, in what ways
did the various immigrant groups in nineteenth century America accept the ideal of equal opportunity? This is an important question in the study of urban social mobility patterns,
for a good proportion of the cities' populations was foreign
born (San Francisco's foreign born comprised about half
of thecity's population in 1870 9 ). In general, economic
reasons propelled most of the immigrant groups to the
United States, but because of their different backgrounds,
different groups had differing sets of expectations 10 •
Therefore, not only the general, American views of social
mobility, but possible differences between ethnic groups
must be kept in mind as the various patterns of social mobility are revealed. The question of "how much mobility is
enough?" has an answer that may be dependent upon the group,
as well as the country, of which it is being asked.
I have just suggested general themes of social mobility
that were present in nineteenth century American society,
but I have not attempted to investigate the mobility expectations of the specific groups I have studied. I will
refer to this problem again in Chapters 3 and 7.
I chose to study the city of San Francisco for a

-5variety of reasons. Detailed

occupat~onal

and geographic

mobility studies have been done for only a handful of
American cities 11 , and San Francisco is not one of them12 •
Furthermore, San Francisco was an interesting combination
of old and new during the late nineteenth century. Founded
by the Spanish in 1776, it was a quiet, sleepy town until
the gold rush days of 1848-49. By 1870, San Francisco
faced a variety of social problems familiar to the ci'ties
of the East, especially those problems associated with
industrialization, immigration and urban expansion. I
will be interested in comparing mobility rates between
a younger, but rapidly growing city of the West, and the
older cities of the Easto I hope to come to some conclusions about the images one gets of the uwide-open u social
structure of the West as compared with the more ucastelike" cities of the East, especially Boston1 3.
In the next chapter, I will discuss the history of the
city in some detail. I will place the occupational and residential experiences of the people in the sample firmly within the context of their city1s historyo
A discussion of the methodology and concepts I have
used in this study will follow. I hope to make clear exactly
what it is I will be examining, and what the limits of
such a study are.
I will then examine what the Federal census of 1870
reveals about conditions in San Francisco, especially occupationally, for different groups of people. The census

-.6-

provides an excellent

u.

0

•

snapshot • .'~." 14 of economic and

social conditions in the city, and thus provides a solid
base from which to study changing conditions over time.
Next I will examine what happened to the 1009 San Francisco residents over the years 1870-1890. The city directories for these years'provide the information needed for
this aspect of the study. I will first examine the phenomena
of geographic mobility.' Rates of movement both within and
out of the city will be studied for the answers they yield
to questions concerning the magnitude and composition of
the migration streams.
Occupational mobility patterns will then be examined.
I will try to determine whether there were significant
opportunities for occupational advancement for those San
Franciscans who stayed in the City long enough to be found
in the city directories. I will examine the influence.of
original occupational group, ethnic group and age on occupational advanoement,. attempting to uncover those factors
which

i~proved

and those which inhibited a person's chances

of getting ahead in late nineteenth cen.tury San Francisco.
Finally, in comparing my results with the results of
similar studies, I hope to come to some conclusions about
San Francisco's social structure, and inferentially, about
the social structure of late nineteenth century America.
Was occupational advancement within reach of any American
with the talent to reach out for it? Perhaps the answer to
this intriguing question lies hidden within the public and

-7private records collected throughout America's history.
This study is a .modest attempt to decipher a small part
of that information.

-8:'"

Chapter 2. The Historical Background: San Francisco in
The Nineteenth Century

In the early nineteenth century, San Francisco was a
small town whose principal attractions were a fine natural
harbor and a mild climate. In March 1776, Captain Juan de
Anza, acting in the name of the Spanish crown, had chosen
the site of what was to become the city of San Francisco
to build a presidio (military post) and a mission1 .. A
small community of Spanish soldiers, Spanish priests and their converted Indian slaves grew up.' The Mexican Secularization
Act of 1833 was passed soon after Mexico had won its independence from Spain and thus gained control over California.
The Act removed the Indians from the supervision of the
padres, and opened the land up to settlement 2
.!

In the 1830's, San Francisco Bay became a regular
port of call for trading shipso The principal exports of
the area were hides and tallow.' The rancheros, wealthy
Mexicans raising cattle on large tracts of land granted
them by the Spanish or Mexican governments, were the main
inhabitants of the Bay area. American traders, trappers
and settlers began slowly moving into San Francisco in the
years before the gold rush.1 The arrival of Samuel Brannan
and two hundred fellow-Mormons in July 1846 raised the
population of the town to about three hundred3.
In June 1846, Colonel John Fremont's "Bear Flag Revolt a

-9declared California free of Mexican rule, and. in 1848,
California was annexed to the United states by the Treaty
of Guadalupe

Hidalgo~1

In January 1848, the first flakes of gold were discovered at Sutter's Mill in the Sierra foothills. By midMay, most of San Francisco had headed for the hills, leaving
homes and shops deserted. Slowly, news of this ·fantastic
event trickled eastward. President Polk's message to Congress in December 1848, of the presence of gold in california,
was the confirmation that thousands had been waiting for.
Gold fever seized the country, and enterprising would-be
pioneers set off on the hazardous overland journey, or the
sea voyage around the Cape of Good Hope, bound for the gold
fields and the prospect of sudden wealth4 ..
As a direct result of the gold rush, .the San 'Francisco
area grew suddenly and precipitously. The gold rush influenced not only its early years, but the terms on which the
city would be viewed for a long time to come. The population increased enormously in 1849; during one period of
several months it doubled once every ten days, and one
source has noted that the population in January 1849 was
2',000, by March, it was :3,000, by July, 5,000 and by Decem-

ber of the same year, 25,000 5 • There was an influi not only
of miners, but of enterprising businessmen seeking to make
their fortunes from selling goods to the miners, rather
than from the gold directly 6 ..
Neither the City, nor the steamship lines which con-

-10-

nected it with the rest of the country;

we~e

in any way

prepared to accomodate so many people so quickly. One of
the first results of the gold rush was an enormously high
rate of inflation due to the scarcity of just about everything. Fresh food and mining clothes and equipment were
especially dear, and stories abound of a fresh egg oosting
$1.00, and a pair of boots costing $100 7 •
Tents and shanties were thrown up as quickly as possible to house and entertain the. miners.' Gambling and prostitution flourished as unattached men with gold dust in
their pockets returned to the city to enjoy themselves
before going out to the gold fields again.
There was a chronio shortage of labor, and a man had
do
to be prepared tOA~ll kinds ·of work if he couldn't find
gold in the mountains. The authors of the Annals of San
Francisco, written in 1853, say: "Every immigrant on landing
at San Francisco became a new man in his own estimation,
to undertake
and was preparedAany thing or any piece of business whatsoever .. • ." The great recognized orders of sooiety were
tumbled

t~psy-turvy.

Doctors and dentists became draymen,

or barbers, or shoe-blacks; laywers, brokers and clerks,
turned waiters, or auctioneers, or perhaps butchers; merchants tried laboring and lumping, while laborers and lumpers changed to merchants. 1I8 The ability to take advantage
of such a Situation, says one historian of the City, led
to the best in the California character: a constant excitement, energy and productivity that has worked for the
general improvement of the whole state 9.

-11-

Amongst all this energy and excitement, however, the
c,ity found it impossible to keep order. Roving bands of
"Hounds" and "Sidney Ducks" (Australian convicts

bani~hed

to the United States) set fire to canvas and wood buildings
and attacked unprotected citizens. The Vigilance Committees
of 1851 and 1856 were formed by the "better classes' of
the city to keep order and punish criminals where the poliee
would or could not. In 1851, the Vigilance Committee arrested
ninety-nine criminals. Four were hanged, twenty-eight were
deported, one was whipped, fifteen were handed over to the
police and forty~one were released!OThe committees were
applauded at the time and for many years afterwards for upholding the American tradition of self-government and for
restoring law and order11 ; recently, historians have begun
to feel that the cure was as -bad as the disease, and that
vigilantism was a manifestation of moral selfdelusion and righteous sadism. tl12 However, to many of those
" • •i

.'

in San Francisco at the time"

the work of the Vigilance

Committees was seen as necessary and not excessive in view
of the problem1 3.
Two scholars, one whose parents were early California
settlers, and one who is wri ting today, each fe'e l -tha t both
the city and the state would have been far better-off if
they had not been settled by a gold rush. Josiah Royce was
interested in California's early years insofar as they
shaped the formation of America's national character as
displayed in that state. In a more general sense, he was

-12-

concerned with the development of community, and with 'the
dire consequences of individual ambition unchecked by social
committment or by concern for the common interest. Boyce
i

states that the gold rush bred

• • a general sense of
social irresponsibility, restlessness and wandering •
II

e'

•

0

..

which made it extremely difficult for citizens to serve
the social order14 o Similarly, Walton Bean points out that
had there not been a gold rush, the state of California
would eventually have become as prosperous and populous
as it has been, but without the social disorder created
by the gold

rush.~

He says: liThe gold rush was the product

of a kind of mass hysteria, and it set a tone and created
a state of mind in , which greed predominated and disorder
and violence were all too frequent., .. l.5
The impression one gets of the city during its early
years is one of great excitement and great danger.' California was a new land in which a man, starting from nothing,
could either make his'ifortune, or sink into the oblivion
of a gin-soaked.1ife on the Barbary Coast. Life was fast
and brutal in San FranCiSCO, and the City derived much of
its image from the most spectacular successes ,-and failures
of these years. One contemporary observer, writing in
187.5, describes the City as follows:
San Francisco is full of social wrecks--wrecks more
complete and miserable than any possible in calmer
seas.' There is said to be a greater proportion of
suicides here than anywhere else in the civilized
world.! No wonder~\ A society so new that its members
are bound to each other by few and slight ties--a

-13society that has in general lost all faith and found
no new faith in God or man .- .' • That ghastly eternal
slaughter, that grim war--game of the fates, called
Se1ection-of-the-Fittest, goes on here like a frontier
war, without convention, without checks, without
mercy.16
This, then, was San Francisco' s .p eginning: a chaotic society
of men and prostitutes in which the virtues of making a
fortune and the vices of spending this fortune as quickly
as possible were inextricably mixed.
By 1870, however, the city had begun to settle down,
and the twenty years from 1870 to 1890 can be thought of
as years in which San Francisco "matured U somewhat, reluctantly consigning its gold rush days to the glorious past.
These were the years in which more and more men and their
families came to the city to live permanently, a change
from the earlier pattern of a man coming alone to make his
fortune and return with it (or more commonly without it)
to his home back East 17. More permanent brick and stone
buildings were erected as protection against the earlier
epidemics of fires, and Andrew Ha11idie's cable car, introduced in 1873, allowed for the expansion of the City
south and. west, and up hills no horseear could make 1a •
Although San Francisco grew rapidly during these twenty years (the population almost do~b1ed, from 149,473 in
1870 to 298,977 in 189019 ), the growth was by no means
even, and the seventies in particular were times when these
growing pains were a~ute1y fe1t 20 •
In 1869, the transcontinental railroad was linked at
Provo, Utah, and true to nineteenth century ideology,' the

-14-

people of San
. Francisco celebrated in anticipation of the
'

prosperity the railroad would bring.' But rather than prosperity, the railroad

bro~ht

shipments of cheaply made and

cheaply priced Eastern goods; until then, shipping by water
had been considered too expensive to do in great quantities
to the

West~ ;

The industries of San Francisco, which had

barely stabilized after an era of speculation, were suddenly linked with the national economy and foreed to compete
with these Eastern goods, primarily clothing, boots and
shoes 21 .., Many sweatshop owners were forced out of business
as the wealthier businessmen converted to factory modes of
production.
At this same time, gold mining, which had been the
basis of California's economy, began to decline, affecting
both the businessmen who owned mining stock, and the laborers
who worked in the mines.: Mining had been the most important
outlet for self-employment in early California, and with
its decline, the labor supply of San Francisco became more
and more abundant. The completion of the railroad released
thousands of Chinese and other immigrant laborers from
work, and many of them also came to the biggest City in the
area, San Francisco, looking for jobs.;
All of these conditions led to a severe depression in
San Francisco in the 1870's, a depression which deepened
as the decade progressed.' When the panic of 1873 struck
the national economy as a whole, it merely intensified the
depression which had begun in California four years earlier22 •

-15Unemployment was high, and by 1876, almost 10,000 men were
out of work. The . aid that some of them reoeived at the
hands of the San Francisco Benevolent Society was paltry
indeed.' Discontent deepened, and the question of the Chinese, which had come up earlier in San Francisco's . history,
was renewed with even greater force.
The Chinese had always been disliked in California.
They had started coming over in increasing numbers in the
1850's, anCl'J·most of them in these early years went off to
the mines 2 3., The Americans resented any foreigners taking
away 'their" gold, and in 1850 the state legislature passed
a "Foreign Miner's Tax" of $20 a month, later reduced to

$3 a month.' The tax did not, however, succeed in its purpose of driving out the Chinese.' Other laws were passed
against the Chinese.' For example, an 1870 law prohibited
Chinese employment on public works, and made it a misdemeanor to carry baSkets suspended on poles across the
shoulders; an 1878 state law forbade the Chinese to hold
real es tate 24.;
But these laws were only distilled versions of the
hatred and fear the laboring classes felt for the Chinese
in the depression decade of the 1870's. The Chinese were
an alien race to white Californians, and furthermore one
which had no intention of becoming Americanized.' Most of
the Chinese had come to California .under the credit-ticket
system.' Chinese merchants would pay the expenses of the
emigrants, who were then under their control until the debt

-16was paid 25 01 They had come to America only to make money,
and regularly sent what they could back to China; most
Chinese had no intention of making their home here and
wished only to get rich and return to China 26 • Later, a
conglomerate called the aSix Companies", corresponding to
the six districts in China from which emigration proceeded,
controlled the passage of emigrants to and from China.
The Six Companies have been variously described as benevolent cultural organizations, helping the Chinese adjust
to their new surroundings27, and as organizations which
manipulated their countrymen for their own ends while
simultaneously creating a familiar setting for the displaced Chinaman28~, No matter what the view of them, however,
their presence touched off rivalries with rebellious factions, leading to the "Tong Wars", bloody, internecine
affairs that only served to strengthen the strange, barbaric image of the Chinaman in the eyes of white men.
The Chinese offended and frightened white Amerioans
in many

ways~;

George Walling, a nineteenth century New

York City Chief of Police who published his memoirs, describes New York1s Chinatown in terms that can no doubt be
applied to San Francisco. He discusses the Chinaman1s odd
clothing and his queue, his peculiar food, his monotonous
music and his opium habit, and then says: "It is his
taciturn humor, his creeping isolation, his clannish
fashion~,

his uncanny likes and dislikes and his jealousy

of push and progress that make the Chinaman stand out a

-17conspicuous oddity in our restless population.,,29
This "conspicuous oddity· became even more objectionable as the depression deepened. The Chinese were blamed
for the tact that thousands of men were out of work. It
was-claimed that the low wages they would accept drove
American laborers, who could not live at their degraded
standard of living, out of work. Although they d,l.d work
in local factories at very low wages (especially in the
cigar and slipper industries), the economic problems of
the 1870's were caused less by the Chinese than they were
caused by the dislocations caused by competition from the
East, and by the shift to mass-produced goods, as well as
by the other causes mentioned earlier .in the chapter. Furthermore, as one historian has claimed, workers whose jobs
were in no way threatened by the Chinese, such as teamsters, masons and carpenters, took the lead in

th~

anti-

Chinese movement. He says that this movement " • • • satisfied deep emotional requirements even as it vouched for
the adequacy of the American dream.·)O To American workingmen, then, the problem of unemployment lay not with
basic economic issues, nor with America as a Whole, but
with the presence of the alien Chinese. Their expulsion
would enable the American workingman to be given a square
deal once more.

Clearly, conditons for the working class

were very bad at this time, .and economic fears and racial
prejudices encouraged one another. The Chinese were blamed
because there was · no one else to blame. The confluence of

-18-

forces which had caused the depression was difficult to
see; the Chinese .were a tangible symbol of what had gone
wrong. With the economic and racial situation worsening,
the workers of San Francisco turned to political action to
remedy their ills.
In July 1877, a Marxist Workingman's party meeting
held on a streetcorner in San Francisco called for the
united political action of labor in its fight against
capitalism. But the San Francisco crowd wanted to disbuss
the "coolie question ll , and soon a mob was headed towards
Chinatown. The anti-Chinese riot that followed was a convincing demonstration of the power of this issue, and a
drayman named Dennis Kearney, with a talent for vi tuperative speech and a taste for political power, organized the
Workingman's party of California (WPC) over that summer.
The WPC stood first and foremost for the removal of
the Chinese from california; Kearney's siogan was: liThe
Chinese Must Go! ... It,S platform also stated the following:
the granting of public lands to corporations is robbery,
and such lands should revert to the people, with individual
holdings over one square mile prohibited; malfeasance in
office is a felony; the eight hour day should be universal; women should receive equal pay for equal work; there
should be compulsory state education for all children under
the age of 14; the President, Vice President and Senators
should be elected by direct, popular vote 31 • Many of these
causes were similar to those which would later be advocated

-19-

by such third party reform groups as the Populists and
the Progressives. However, the partyts strongest source
of strength came fram its anti-Chinese stance, and was
best expressed by Kearney's speeches at "sandlot meetings",
advocating that the poor arm themselves to fight both
the wealthy, and the Chinese. All other issues tended to
be overshadowed.
The WPCgained strength over the last half of the
decade, and many of its candidates were elected to public
office. Its biggest triumph was the

el~etion

of a number

of delegates to the state constitutional convention of 1879.
One historian has described the constitution that came out
of this convention as a " • • • moderate attempt to correct
the major abuses of corporation privilege, tax inequalities
and the threat of coolie labor. 1I32 , but he goes on to say
that the constitution reflected the desires of lawyers,
small businessmen and farmers, and was in no way a victory
for the working class.
The WPC was torn by dissension, primarily centered
around Dennis Kearney and whether or not to support Greenbackism, and it fell apart soon after the state convention.
It had never been a success in channeling political action
in favor of the working class; even the candidates it elected
to municipal offices were more often out for themselves ·than
for the people who had elected them. The "better elements"
of the city were alarmed at its rise, but it wasn't a cohesive group, and its

objec~ive,

the expulsion of the Chi-

-20-

nese, was a question that only the Federal government
could deal with. The WPC did force the Chinese question
into the foreground, and it showed Democrats and Republicans what would happen when the people were ignored, but
ultimately, it was a failure.
By 1880 the economy was on the upswing, and although
there was another downturn of business during the years
1883-1886, the city was in general prosperous until the
national depression of 1893. Iron, wood, liquor, flour,
cigar and boot and shoe manufacturing, metallurgical industries, woollen mills, sugar refineries and shipbuilding
were the most important industries at this time 33 • A strong
trade-union movement grew during these years, which was
ultimately to turn'San Francisco into a closed-shop City
by 190034 • The agricultural development of California's
central valley and the continuing discoveries of silver in
Nevada both contributed to the city's development as the
major commercial and financial center of the Pacific Coast.
How a representative group of San Francisco residents
was affected by the events of the seventies and eighties,
and especially whether or not these people were able to
take advantage of the prosperity of a growing City, is
the central concern of this paper. I will return to this
question after a brief digression on the methodology and
theoretical conceptualization of this study.

-21-

Chapter 3. Methodology: . Some Practical and Theoretical
Considerations

The core .o f my research on San Francisco's social
mobility consists of 1009 people chosen randomly from the
Ninth

Federal manuscript census of 1870 for San Francisco.

Approximately every thirtieth head of household was chosen;
people over 65 years of age and those with common names
were excluded so as to facilitate the tracing of the residents through the city directories. (If a person was to be
excluded, I simply took the next name on the list.) I chose
to include female, ' as well as male heads of households, as
I was interested in the opportunities for women as well as
for men1 • The following information from the census was recorded for each person: number in the study (1-1009); ward
and precinct number; household number in the census; name;
age; sex; race; occupation; real estate; personal estate;
place of birth; whether or not. the parents were foreign
born; with whom the person was living; and their. ages, occupations, real and personal estates .a nd places of birth.
I then went to the city directories of 1871, 1875, 1880 and
1890, and recorded the address and occupation of the person
for as long as he or she was listed. As stated earlier, I
was thus able to study changes •• ~ over time, rather
than being limited to the

II

snapshot n of condi tions, however

-22thorough, given in the 1870 census.
The original manuscript returns of the Federal census
have been used increasingly by social historians of the
past two decades 2 • The primary virtue of the manuscript
census is its all-inclusiveness. Barring errors, the manuscript census enumerates every person present in the country,
and it is therefore the most complete source of information
available on

II

common" citizens. Although the researcher

must be aware of the possibility of errorsJ, the manuscript
census is generally considered to be one of the most
trustworthy of sourcest.
City .. d1~ectories, generally published by private companies, also attempt to be all-inclusive. They do not furnish as much information as the manuscript census does
(usually just name, address and occupation). However, they
have the advantage of being an alphabetical listing, and
make it possible to locate a person already discovered in
another source.' The two main problems one must be aware of
in using city directories are tracing people with common
names, as mentioned ,earlier, and traCing people whose
names have changed from one

directory~' to

another, either

by marriage or by mistake 5 • Sidney Goldstein, in his study
of social mobility in Norristown, Pennsylvania, notes that
city directories tended to be boosters in an age when a
large and growing population was something to be proud of;
the directories, therefore, tried to be as all-inclusive as
possible. In comparing the accuracy of city directories with

-23that of the manuscript census, he found the directories to
be 93% accurate before 1930, and virtually 100% accurate
after 1930 6 •
The next step in the research was the designing of
a codebook, and the translation of the information> I had
gathered into machine-readable form. I then analyzed this
information with the aid of a computer, using the SPSS
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) program.
As I have stated, social historians ef the past two
decades have increasingly turned to these new sources of
information (and others not previously mentioned, such as
birth, marriage, death, tax and school records of the local
eommuntty) in atteJ1lpting to reconstruct the lives of ordinary Americans for a variety of purposes. Merle Curti was

one of the earliest historians to utilize such sources. In
The Making of an American Community, he sought to test the
Turner thesiS of frontier democracy objectively by studying
Trempleleau County, Wisconsin. Curti studied the whole
population as listed in the Federal manuscript census, and
concluded that the ready accessibility of free land promoted ecomonic equality, which in turn led to political
equality8. Mere recently, such historians as Thernstrom 9 ,
Chudacoff 10 , Griffen11 , Blumin12 and Gutman 1 3 have examined
the records of cities ranging from Boston to Omaha in an
assessment of the social and geographic mobility of nineteenth and twentieth century Americans 14 •
Perhaps the most apparent way in which these recent

-24studies differ from more traditional studies of social
history is in the methodology used, a methodology that has
come to be known as "quantitative history-. Quantitative
history has been described as

II

.

" ••

a set of devices for

counting the incidence of many types of phenomena • • • and
for

compa.ri~the _quantities:, ..so

obtained • • • (translating)

ideas into empirical "operations and • • • (looking) for the
regular relations between the variates so created. 1I1 5 Quantitative history is not just the use of newly discovered
sources of

i~formation,

nor even the use of counting or

statistics or the computer to organize this information. Most
importantly, quantitative history, and especially quantitative social history, is an approach to the past which
stresses the common experiences of groups of Americans, the
"inarticulate", to use Jesse Lemisch's term 16 , rather than
the

uni~ue

event or the important person.

This approach, also known as the "social science approach", is particularly well-suited to the study of social
mobility. Indeed, historians studying social mobility have
a good deal to learn from sociologists studying the same
(the reverse, of course, is also true). Sociologists such
as Lipset and Bendix17 , Smelser 18 , Goldstein1 9 and Barber20
have studied the concept of social mobility both theoretically and empirically. While their empirical inquiries
sometimes suffer from a lack of historical perspective 21 ,
their conceptualizations offer the historian a more rigorous,
systematic way of understanding the information he or she bas

-25collected.
Bernard Barber defines social mobility as a move between one relatively full time functionally significant
social role, and another that is evaluated as higher or
10wer22. A social role is a position to which distinctive
behavioral expectations and requirements are at.tached2 3 ,
and social mobility, therefore, implies a hierarchy of
roles among which people may move. The single most important component of a person's role is occupation. The occupational structure is the foundation of the stratification
system of industrialized society24, and occupation is therefore the single best indicator of a person's place in society 25.
But the concept of social mobility encompasses a good
deal mere than occupational change. Social mobility can be
divided into two types according to how it is experienced:
objective and subjective. Oejective social mobility is that
which can be measured bY; the social SCientist, and includes
such indices as occupational change and a change in wealth
or income, and such dimensions as time and the direction
of change. Subjective mobility is that which is experienced
by the person himself, and includes such factors as selfidentification and prestige, expectations, and personal
adjustment to mobility, or the lack of it 26 •
Social mobility may also be categorized according to
its causes. The first group of causes is the socio-economic
status of the person, and includes such factors as the occu-

-26pation

o~

his father, his family's status, his education,

his religion and his own original occupation. The second
group of causes is psychological: those personal qualities
which would tend to encourage or inhibit social mobility.
The socio-economic structure of the system is the third
group of causes. In an industrializing economy, the increase in white collar and skilled manual positions results
in inevitable personal upward mobility to fill these new
vacancies 27 • This is known as structural, or technological
mobili ty. Fertili.ty mobility is another such example. In
industrializing or industrialized SOCieties, fertility rates
are inversely related to social class, so that there is
room at the top for those of the lower classes 28 • structural and fertility mobility may be contrasted with exchange, or replac:e ment mobility. This is the excess mobility
over that needed to fulfill the demands of structural and
fertility changes. Because exchange mobility means that
someone from a lower class actually displaces someone from
a higher class downward, it is sometimes thought of as
Ut;rue" mobility 2 9. However, it is important to note that
this distinction is irrelevant to the mobile indiyidual,
and is a theoretical concept useful only to the social
scientist interested in such a ,delineation.
The problem of social change and how it relates to
social mobility and-to changes in the social stratification
system is one which has intrigued both sociologists and
historians. stephan Thernstrom, in his study of social

-27mobility in Boston, 1880-1970, notes that: hAt any one
point in time, whether 1880 or

197~,

a cross-sectional view

of the social system yields an impression of rigid stratification along class and ethnic lines. But'scrutiliy of the
experience of representative individuals traced over time,
a dynamic rather than a static ,: "view , indicates that the
impression of rigidity was partly an optical illusion. The
social system was more fluid than could be seen at anyone
moment. u 30 Knowledge of the dynamic aspect of change in the
stratification system is essential, but even this knowledge
is not identical to analyzing exactly how this change came
about, and how it is related to changes in other systems of
the society. Barber states that what is needed is a theory
of social change that will view society as a relatively
_ unified sy.stem in which the various parts reCiprocally
affect one another31 • This is a sociological idea whose
applicability is not generally recognized by historians.
I do not know myself whether such knowledge is accessible
to either the SOCiologist or the historian, but it would
seem that this should at least be kept in mind as a goal.
As social historians move away from the traditional historical concerns wi th the unique and the indi vtl.d ual, they will
of necessity become interested in

generaliz,ing ~

about cer-

tain populations. An awareness of precisely how applicable
these generalizations are, as well as an understanding of
the larger historical and societal contexts in which they
operate, will then be a necessary adjunct to the traditional
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knowledge of the historian.
As has been discussed earlier in this chapter, social
mobility involves far more than the measurement of occupational change. The researcher interested in social mobility
is immediately confronted with the question of what aspects
to investigate. The historical investigator, however, has
far fewer options from which to choose than does the sociologist.' The whole area of subjective mobility and psychological causes, insofar as the researcher is interested
in summing up individual traits, is closed to the historian.
As one social historian has said:

n

•

e' • dead men tell

no tales and fill out no questionnaires, so tnat part of
the past is irrevoCably lost.,.J 2
But much of the past is not lost, and there is a wealth
of information on objective mobility, and on the individual
and societal socia-economic causes of this mobility. Although the historian can never know how individuals felt
about their own mobility, inferences oan be made both from
the quantitative evidence available, and from what is known
about the group culture of which the individual is a part,
about what a particular social move might have meant to
its protagonist.
Perhaps the most important factor for the investigator of historical social mobility to keep in mind, therefore, is that of historical context. As an example of this,
not only was the occupational structure different one hun-

-29dred years ago, but perhaps attitudes towards different
kinds of work were also different 33 • As another example,
perhaps a move from day laborer to teamster meant two very
different things to an Irishman and to a native American,
or perhaps the opposite may be true: the general American
culture was clear enough on expected mobility so that both
groups of people had similar ideas on the subject, even
given the fact that their experiences may have been very
different. As I have stated earlier, a study such as this
one should be viewed as much as possible within the context
of group ideas and expectations about work and social mobility.;
The most convenient and explicit measure of social
status that is available to the historian is that of occupation34 • I have therefore used occupation as the main
indicator of a change in status 35 • Although I have a measurement of wealth in 1870, I was unable to look at the tax
records in order to trace how this wealth may have changed
over the twenty years. Using the information available.in
the census, I have been able to use the following background factors as intervening personal socia-economic
variables: sex, race, age,· origina.l occupation (in 1870),
wealth in 1870, place of birth and whether or not the parents
were foreign born. Except in a general his.torical sense,
I have not been able to trace systematically the socioeconomic' conditions of the city in which this mobility took
place, nor, as was mentioned above, could I take psycho-

-30logical factors into account.'
What is left is the following: I have traced the occupational changes of a representative group of San Franciscans (representative, that is, except insofar as they remained in the city from ten to twenty years) and have
accounted for the occupational mobility uncovered in terms
of the background factors I was able to measure, as well as
in terms of the rates of geographic mobility found for
these people. Although I was no.t able to measure directly
such things as an increase in wealth or the move to a
better neighborhood, I have been able to come to some conclusions concerning the likelihood of occupational mobility
in San Francisco during the late nineteenth century. But
first I will describe conditions in the city in 1870, as
captured on the Federal manuscript census of that year.
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Chapter 4. San Francisco in 1870

In 1870, San Francisco was an expanding, dynamic city.
Tremendous growth had taken place since the miners had
started streaming into the city; the population had expanded
from 34,776 in 1850 to 149,473 in , 1870. In the next two
decades, the population almost doubled, to 298,997 people 1 ,
and the city expanded west and south to cover the whole
peninsula. Factories were built both within the city limits
and in the suburbs of South San Francisco and Oakland2 •
The researcher would assume that the economic situations of
San Francisco's

res~dents

would, in spite of the depression

of the seventies, be favorable in .', this growing city. Who
were these people, and did their situations reflect the
fact of their city's prosperity?
Of the 149,473 people living in the city in 1870, fully
73,719 of them, or 49.1%, were foreign born. This was a
much higher percentage of foreign born than that of most
other American cities, including those on the Eastern seaboard. For example, Boston's foreign born in 1870 comprised
only 35% of its population3 • Most of the European countries
were well represented in San Francisco. About one-third of
the foreign born were Irish, and the other ethnic groups,
liscedin descending proportion of the population, were the
Germans, Chinese, British, French, Canadians, Scandanavians,
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Italians, Eastern Europeans, Mexicans and Swiss (see Table 4.1).
Of the native born, 60% had at least one parent who was
foreign born. This left only about 20% of the total population which was at least third generation American (native
born of native born parents). Most of the California-born
in the city were the children of people who had migrated to
San Francisco from abroad or from the East. The majority of
native born adults had been born in New York, Massachusetts,
Kaine and Ohio (Table 4.1).
The 1009 San Franciscans random'lY., selected from the
manuscript census are a reasonable cross-section of the
city's population. The major disparity
and the population

~s

b~:tween ,

the sample

a whole is that the foreign born are

overrepresented, at 74.7% of the sample, and the second
generation Americans (native born of foreign born parents)
are oorrespondingly underrepresented at 6.1% of the sample
(they comprised 30.2% of the oity's population). I have no
explanation for this disparity. The third and higher generation Amerioans are represented proportionately at 19.2% of
the sample.
The ethnic origins of the foreign born in' the sample follow closely
the proportions of the city's population as a whole, as do
the origins of the native born (Table 4.1). Although women
comprised 42% of the city's population in , 1870, they only
comprise 12% of the sample. This is because heads of households were ohosen as units of analYSiS, and women were not

-33Table 4.1: Ethnic Structure: City and Sample, 1870
Place of Birth
New England
Atlantic States
Midwest
South
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Switzerland
Scandana via
S. Europe
E. Europe
S. Amerkca
Ireland
China5

% in Cit;y*
12.9
16.6
1.5
.9
3.2
9.7
4.8
18.5
1.1
1.6
2.2
(not given)
1.7
35.1
15.9

% in Sample
8.7
10.0
1.7
4.9
3.0
8.9
5.1
21.9
1.2
2.4
2.4
1.4
1.3
22.7
4.6

N in sample
88
101
.17
49
30
90
51
219
12
24
24
14
13
229
46
1009

*From Statistics of the Population, Ninth Census, 1872
considered heads of'households as long there was a man in
the house. OooupationallY,the sample also represents a orossseotion of the population; 35.7 % of the sample are nonmanual
workers, and 63.3% are manual workers (Table 4.2).

Tamae 4.2: Oocupational Struoture of Sample, 1870
Ocoupation
Professional
Mjr. Prop.*
Clerks**
Semiprofessionals
Mnr. Prop.***
Skilled****
Semiskilled****
Unskilled****

% in Sample
5.2
8.3
7.3
2.1
12.8
23.3
23.5
17.5

N

52

84

74
21
129
235
237
177
1009

*inoludes major managers and offioials
**includes sales workers, acoountants, etc.
***inoludes minor managers and officials
****refers to skilled manual, semiskilled manual, unskilled
manual

-34As has been stated in Chapter 3, I have used occupation
as the main index of social status. Occupation is strongly
correlated with both race and sex. Because I did not draw
a stratified random sample 6 , only .8% of the sample was
black, and only 4.5% of it was Chinese 7.All of the blacks
in the sample were semiskilled workers, primarily janitors,
cooks., doormen and other service-oriented jobs.

The Chinese

were slightly more evenly distributed than the blacks along
the occupational hierarchy: 22% of them were low nonmanual
workers. These Chinese were primarily small shopkeepers
or peddlers, with an occasional interpreter or teacher.
However, the overwhelming majority of the Chinese (71%)
were either semiskilled or unskilled manual workers. By
.,

contrast, 39.2% of the whites were semiskilled or unskilled
workers. (The Chinese will be discussed in more detail
below 8 .)
Women were also consistently underrepresented in nonmanual positions. They had similar percentages as the men
in the skilled and semiskilled positions, but a considerably
higher percentage of them were unskilled workers: 52.9%,
as compared to 12.7% of the men. Furthermore, the women
were quite rigidly locked into a few specific jobs in eaoh
of the manual categories: those who were skilled workers were
almost always seam,stresses; those who were semiskilled were
almost always laundresses or boarding house keepers; those
who were unskilled were either prostitutes or kept house.
Generally, the white women who were listed as unskilled

-35kept house; the Chinese women so listed were prostitutes
(the prostitutes have gotten into the sample because they
were heads of households; using heads as units of analysis
excluded married Chinese and white women). Although ethnic
background was strongly correlated with occupational status
in the sample as a whole (Table ·4.6), this was not true of
the women alone. No matter what her place of birth, a woman
who was the head of a household

was

g~nerally

either a

seamstress, a laundress, a boarding house keeper or a prostitute.Using a manual/nonmanual dichotomy, 39.8% of the men
were nonmanual workers, as compared with 5.1% of the women;

60.2% of the men were manual workers, as compared with 95.0%
of the women (Table 4.3). It is quite clear that race and
sex played a strong part in determining occupational status
in San Francisco, and that the Chinese, blacks and women who
were heads of households and .therefore on their own, were
consistently found in the lower reaches of the occupational
hierarchy.

Table 4.3: Occupation by Sex, 18709 (%)
Sex
Occup!:tion

Male

Female

Professional
Mjr. Prop.
Clerk
Semiprof.
Mnr. Prop.
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

5.6
9• .5
8.3
2.1
14.2
24.0
23.4
12.7

1.7
0
1.7
1.7
18.2
24.0
.52.9

N

(888)

(121)

X2 = 137.49;

d.f.

= 7;

p

<.001

0

-36The part that age played in influencing occupational
status shows a less consistent pattern. Overall, the nonmanual/manual distribution is similar for all age groups
but the 60-65 group, which has a higher percentage of manual
workers: 80.8%, as compared with about 60% for the other
age groups. The percentage of each age group in the clerk,
semiprpfessional and semiskilled categories decreases with
increasing age. These seem . to be professions that are more
suited to younger men starting out on their careers. The
category of clerk also represents the new urban middle'
class. It is to be expected that younger men would tend to
enter these newer occupations more frequently than would
older men, who are perhaps already set in different careers.
By contrast, the major proprietor and skilled categories
show increasing percentages with increasing age. Clearly,
these are occupations that are more difficult to enter,
requiring capital in the former, and an apprenticeship in
the latter. The age groups have similar percentages in the
remaining occupatienal categories (professional, minor
proprietor and unskilled)10.
Nativity was correlated very strongly with occupational
status. As can be seen in Table 4'.4, the occupational categories of professional, major proprietor, clerk and semiprofessional show much higher percentages of native born
than of foreign born. Both the skilled and semiSkilled show
approximately equal percentages of the two groups, and the
categories of minor proprietor and unskilled show much higher

-37Table 4.4: Occupation by Nativity, 1870 (%)
Nativity
Native

ForeigB.

Professional
Mjr. Prop.
Clerk
Semiprof.
Mnr. Prop.
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

10.2
16.1
11.0
2.7
6.3
23.9
21.2
8.6

3.4
5.7
6.1
1.9
15.0
23.1
24.3
20.6

Nonmanual
Manual

46.3
53.7

32.1
67.9

N

(255)

(754)

Occu~tion

X2

= 75.99;

d.f.

= 7;

p

< .001

(refers to 8 category scheme)

percentages of foreign born than of natives. It has been
noted in the

literatu~eon

nineteenth century immigrants 11

that owning a small business was the best way for a foreigner
to better ' himself. There were no educational requirements,
and even a knowledge of English was not a necessity if one
was dealing with one's own countrymen. Furthermore, only
a small amount of capital was needed to become a small shopkeeper; still less was needed to become a peddler. When the
occupational categories are divided into nonmanual and manual
jobs, the differences between the natives and the foreign
born are equally apparent (Table 4.4).
The influence of foreign birth becomes clearer when
the sample is divided into first generation Americans (foreign
bo~

of foreign born parents), second generation Americans

(native born of foreign born parents) and third or greater

-38Table 4.5: Occupation .by Generation, 1870 (%)
Generation
Third

OccuE!tion

First

Second

Nonmanual
Manual

32.1
67.9

34.4
65.6

High white
Low white
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

9.2
23.0
23.0
24.3
20.6

1 7
1 .8
31.1
21.3
13.1

28.4
21.6
21.6
21.1
7.2

N

(754)

(61)

(194)

4•

50.0
50.0

generation Americans (native born of native born parents).
As Table 4 .. 5 shows, when a nonmanual/manual dichotomy is
used, it is clear that the third generation is disproportionately found in nonmanual occupations, while there seems
to be little difference between first and second generation
Americans. However, a five category occupational scale 12
illuminates the differences between the first and second
generations. Although equal percentages of each group are
nonmanual workers, the second generation clusters much more
fully in the high nonmanual categories, while the first
generation clusters in the low nonmanual categories (primarily minor proprietors). Similarly, in the manual categories,
the second generation clusters in the skilled trades (to
an even greater extent than the third generation), while
higher percentages of first generation Americans can be
found in the lower manual positions, and particularly in the
unskilled category. Thus, degrees of "foreignness" also in-

-39fluence occupational status.
Finally, it should be noted that the majority of both
the first and second generation Americans in low nonmanual
positions were minor proprietors, while the majority of third
generation Americans in low nonmanual positions were in the
clerk and sales positions. Fluency in English, a necessity
for the latter positions, was clearly a requirement which
was difficult for both first and second generation immigrants to fulfill. As has been noted, these people could
more easily improve their positions by becoming minor proprietors.
The influence of a particular ethnic background still
further illuminates' the connection between occupation and
IIforeignness n13 • As Table 4.6 shOWS, the natives still have
the highest percentages of people in the profeSSional, major
proprietor and clerk and sales categories. But the Northern
Europeans (primarily Germans and French) and the Southern
and Eastern Europeans 14 have higher percentages in the minor
proprietor category than any other group does. The image
of the German', the Italian and the Jewish shopkeeper that
one finds in the literature of nineteenth century America1 5
is supported by these figures. The Canadians and the British
have higher proportions of people in the skilled manual
trades than any other group, including the natives. Other
researchers have found that it was just these groups who
emigrated to the United States with skills already acquired16 •

-40Table 4.6: Occupation by Region of Birth, 1870 (%)
Region of Birth
Occupation

Native

Can. Eng.

Professional
Mjr. Prop.
Clerk
Semiprof.
Mnr. Prop.
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

10.'2
16.1
11.0
2.7
6.3
23.9
21.2
8.6

7.5
10.0
6.7
2.5
6.7
34.2
20.8
11.7

N

(255)

(120)

= 35;

p ( .001

X2

= 208.18;

d.f.

N.Eur.

S,E.Eur.

Ire.

China

.9
3.1

2.2
0
0
4.3
17.4
4.3
41.3

24.4
22.1
10.1

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
21.6
15.7
29.4
25.5

10.1
21.1
24.6
36.4

(308)

(51 )

(229)

4.2
7.5
9.4
2.3

20.1-

3:~

30~4

(46)

This, too, is supported by the figures, although the -Northern
Europeans, and even _the Irish have percentages in the skilled
trades comparable to the native born. The Canadians and the
British have an occupational distribution that is closer to
that of the native born than any other foreign group. Clearly,
these "foreign WASPS" were the least disadvantaged of the
immigrants seeking jobs in late nineteenth century San Francisco.The Southern and Eastern Europeans, the Irish and the
Chinese have the highest percentages of people in the semiskilled and unskilled occupational ca.t egories. These are
just the ethnic groups that historians have found to be the
most disadvantaged17 .,
The rows of Table 4.6 are arranged generally in order
of occupational prestige: natives, Canadians and British,
Northern Europeans, Southern and Eastern Europeans, Irish
and Chinese. It is interesting to note that the groups are
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also arranged from least to most different from the dominantAnglo-American culture. (The Irish are an exception
if language (i.'e . their knowledge of English) is considered
more important than religion (i.e. their catholicism). This
is discussed more thoroughly below and in Chapter 6.) Milton
Gordon, in writing on assimilation in American life, pOints
out that cultural assimilation, the adaptation of a group's
patterns to that of the host society's, must take place
before structural aSSimilation, the entry into institutions
and organizations of the host society, can take place 18 •
Cultural, ': and therefore structural aSSimilation, is thus
more difficult for a group whose culture is considerably
different from that , of its host. The occupational patterns
of San Francisco's ethnic groups in 1870 seem to bear this
out. The fact that the Irish are so much more disadvantaged
than any other group but the Chinese, in spite of the fact
that they spoke English, is not surprising when their origins
are taken more closely into account. Oscar Handlin chronicles
the conditions under which the Irish emigrated to the United
states in the nineteenth century. Peasants who had been
evicted by their landlords, the Irish had one primary desire:
to escape Ireland as

qu~ckly

as possible. Most of them used

the last of their resources for steamship fare, and arrived
in the United States penniless 19 • Other historians of the
subject have also found the Irish to be the most disadvantaged of the nineteenth century immigrant groups20.
But all of the immigrants in San Francisco (except the

-42Chinese) would seem to be unlike those in Boston or New
York simply in the fact that they had the resources to move
westward. Many of them, judging by where their children had
been born21 , did not come westward immediately. Many of these
immigrants travelled across the country in steps, living,
for instance, in Ohio for awhile, then Michigan, then perhaps Iowa, before finally eoming to San Francisco. Perhaps

this was because they could not afford to travel to San
Francisco in one s.t ep;perhaps San Francisco was not their
original destination. One's initial guess would be that the
immigrants of San Francisco would tend to be better-off than
their counterparts in the East. While this does not seem to
be the case when

on~

examines the occupational stratification

system in 1870, it will become more apparent as these individuals are traced over time.
For the Chinese, San Francisco was the first point of
embarkation in the United States, and the majority of them
went no further 22 • As I stated in Chapter 2, most of those
who came over were contracted to one of the "Six Companies",
who had paid their boat fare. Wanting only to make enough
money so that they could pay back the company and return
to China as rich men, and having generally brought no skills
with them, many had to work at whatever jobs they .couldflnd23.
As the census so clearly shows, jobs serving the white community were either as servants, laundrymen or peddlers, and
those serving their own community were as peddlers or other
types of small businessmen. Most worked in sweatshops owned

-43by the rioher members of their oommunity, making shirts,
slippers and oigars. Opportunities were available for a
Chinaman to follow the traditional immigrant's road to upward mobility by owning his own business, as he oould supply
Chinatown with exotio goods the white merohants could not
import. But the great majority of the Chinese, as was shown
earlier~in

the chapter, were generally found in the most

menial jobs.

r also wanted to investigate the phenomena of working
wives. However, out of 666 families with wives, only 22 were
working. Of this 22,

,4~ were

minor proprietors, generally

working in a store with their husbands, 8 were skilled manual
workers, and 10 were
semiskilled workers.
Like the women who
.
.
were heads of households, those of the former group were
primarily seamstresses, those of the latter group, laundresses.
Other than the faot that they were working,

t~ese

women had

little in oommon with eaoh other. The represent a erossseotion

of

san Franoisoo's ethnic groups, and they live in

similar family situations and have similar numbers of ohildren as the women who keep house do. The personal wealth these
women report tend to be slightly higher than that of nonworking wives, and most of them have husbands in the same
oocupational oategory as they were in. Other than these two
faots, r oould find nothing unusual about them. The smallness of the sample size naturally preoludes any important
conolusions about working wives in San Francisoo.
The wealth of each person enumerated by the oensus taker

-44was recorded in terms of real and personal estate. These
two measurements supplement the use of occupation in determining social

status~

They are both,

i~ . fact,

highly

correlated with occupation (see Table 4.9). A majority of
the sample (67.7%) held no real estate, 16.6% held $1-5000
worth of real estate, and 15.7% held over $5000 worth of
real estate. Personal wealth was more evenly distributed:
30.4% of the sample reported no personal estate, 38.2%
reported $1-1000 worth of personal estate, and 31.4% reported
over $1000 in personal estate.

Table 4.7: Mean Distribution of.Wealth, 1870 ($)
Personal Estate

Real Estate

Mean of sample:

4,210

.5,870

Sex: Male
Female

4,720
.500

6,.560
8.50

Race: White
Black
Chinese 24

4,430
200
870

6,200
0
0

Nativity: Native
Foreign

9,200
2,.520

10,670
4,2.50

As might be expected, both real and personal estate
are closely correlated with sex, race, age and ethnic baCkground. The pattern of wealth distribution is very similar
to that of occupational distribution. Blacks, Chinese and
women had conSistently lower holdings of both personal and
real estate than did whites or men (Table 4.7). The foreign

-45born had significantly lower holdings of both real and personal estate than . did, the-Da,t ive born, and wealth was also
strongly correlated with particular ethnic background. As
with race and sex, the pattern is very similar to that of
the correlation between occupation and ethnic group. The
, groups in descending

~rder

of wealth are: natives, Cana-

dians and British, Northern Europeans, Irish, Southern and
Eastern Europeans and Chinese. I do not know why the Irish ·
have moved upward one step in::.relation to the other groups,
but the difference between their mean wealth and that of the
Southern and Eastern Europeans is a small one.
Oecupation and wealth are also strongly correlated with
each other, as mentioned above. This correlation does not
disappear when controlling for ethnic group, but the correlation between ethnic group and wealth does disappear when
eontrolling for occupation (Table 4.8). In other words,
ethnic group is strongly correlated with occupation, and
occupation is strongly correlated with wealth, but it is
occupation, and not ethnic group, which primarily influences
the level of a person's wealth. If someone who is low in
ethnic status does have high status occupationally, then
he or she will

have l~ correspondingly

high amounts of personal

and real estate. (This is slightly less true of personal estate, where the correlation between ethnic background and
personal estate when controlling for oecupation is of borderline significance; thus, ethnic background does have some
influenee on personal estate over and above the influence

-46of occupation.) This would seem to argue for an interpretation of San Francisco's social system as relatively open.
If an immigrant can gain entry to an upper-level occupation, then he or she will be rewarded financially in similar ways a native American would be.
Table 4.8f-Zero Order Correlations for Place of Birth,
Occupation and Wealth, 1870 2 5
Real Est.
Real Est.

Pers. Est.

Place of Birth

.7522
Sig.=.OOl .

Pers. Est.

Occ.

-.0485

Sig.=.05~

-.1538
Sig.=.OOl

-.0773
Sig.=.007

-.1563
Sig.=.OOl

Place of Birth

.3315
Sig.=.OOl

Occupation
Partial Correlations
Controlling for Ocoupation

Controlling for Plaoe of Birth

Place of Birth

Occupation

Real

-.0026
Sig.=.467

Real

-.1461
Slg.=.OOl

Pers.

.0494
Slg.=.058

Pers.

-.1448
Sig.=.OOl

Although there was no single pattern of correlation between
age and occupation, age was closely correlated with wealth.;
h'owever, the relationship was curvilinear rather than linear.
Table 4.9 gives the mean amount of real and personal estate
for each age group. The 18-29 group reports the least wealth,
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and the 40-49 age group, those in the prime of their careers,
reports the most wealth. The two oldest age groups, and especially the 60-65 group, report less wealth than the 40-49
group. As is still true today, the elderly are considerably
less well-off than their middle-aged counterparts, primarily
because their earning power decreases with retirement. Lower
status individuals in the nineteenth century no doubt had
a very difficult time laying up savings for their old age.

Table 4.9: Mean Wealth by Age, 1870 ($)
Age

Real Estate

18-29
30-39
40-49

580
2,850
11,190
9,860
4,580

50~59

60-65

Personal Estate
970
1,430
8,230
7,900
3,480

The manuscript census also gives the researcher information about the living situations of the inhabitants enumerated. Although the relationships between the members of a
household are not given directly in the 1870 census (they are
in later censuses), inferences about these relationships
can be made. I have used Laurence Glasco's flowchart to
determine the kind of situations in which the members
of my sample lived26 • I divided the various living situations found into seven groups: a family without children,
a family with children, a family with servants (with or
without children), an lIextended ll family (containing any

-48combination of other relatives and unrelated adults), a
single parent, a person alone, and a group, of people of
the same sex living together, with or without children.
Before I discuss my results, a caveat is in order.
historical
The "snapshot" method .~; is not very well suited to the"study
of the family. As Tamara Hareven points out in her excellent
article on the subject27, the family must be studied longitudinally, in terms of a cycle. The structure that a family
takes i :s intimately connected with the age of the household
head and the family members. Most people have lived in a
variety of living situations, and where the census finds
the~

depends upon where they are in their own life cycle.

For instance, Hareven states that nearly, everyone in the
nineteenth century was a boarder at one time or another,
but a cross-sectional view shows just about 1.5% of any given
population in this situation. Therefore, having simply obtained a cross-section of living situations in San Francisco in 1870, I will not unduly stress the results of this
research.
As might be expected, age and living situation are
highly correlated. A close examination of Table 4.10 supports Hareven's argument. Those of the 18-29 age group are
most often found alone, with a group of people of the same
sex, or in a family without children. Those in their middle
years are most often found in families with children and
with servants, and those in their later years are most often
found in families without children, and as single parents.

-49The percentage of extended families is about equal for all
the age groups but the 60-65 group, for which it is lower.

Table 4.10: Living Situation by Age, 1870 (%)
Age
Living Situation

18- 22

JO-J2

40- 4 2

2°129

60-65

Fam.,no children
Fam,tchildren
Ext. Family
Single Parent
Alone
Same Sex

11.6
19.5
3.0
14.6
4.3
23.8
23.2

11.3
37.8
6.3
16.9
6.8
12.3
8.6

9.1
38.4
10.1
17.6
6.6
10.7
7.5

6.7
26.9
8.7
18.3
19.2
13.5
6.7

30.8
26.9
7.7
7.7
15.4
11.5
0

N

(164)

(397)

(318)

(104)

(26)

Fam~,servant

X2

= 110.14;

d.f.

= 24;

p

<.001

The use of the five category occupational code demonstrates the relationship between living situation and occupation (Table 4.11). The most important similarity between
the occupational groups is that approximately 14% of all
the groups live alone. One of San Francisco's noted peculiarities in the nineteenth century

was that a large propor-

tion of the population lived as boarders. This attribute
not only eut across all occupational segments of the City,
but the percentage of people living alone was three times
that given by Hareven as the general figure computed from
the manuscript censuses of the nineteenth century28. This
peculiarity was generally attributed to the flUid, if not
hectic social system, and to the general disinclination to

-50Table 4.11: Living Situation by Occupation, 1870 (%)
Occupation
Skilled Semi.

High white

Low white

Fam.,no cnildren
Fam.,children
Fam. ,servant
Ext. Family
Single Parent
Alone
Same Sex

8.1
21.3
25.0
24.3
2.2
16.9
2.2

15.2
28.6
10.7
18.3
2.7
13.4
11.2

10.6
42.1
4.3
18.)
7.2
1,.2
.3

12.2
39.2
.8
13.5
6.8
13.1
14.3

5.1
30.5
1.7
10.7
20.9
13.6
17.5

N

(136)

(224)

(235)

(237)

(177)

Living Sit.

Unsk.

X2 = 207.33; d.f. = 24; p < .001
"settle down u in the young city. One historian of the city,
writing in 1878, says ';.of this condition: IIMany circumstances
have contributed to'give hotels and boarding,houses a prominent
place in San Francisco life. The large proportion of unmarried
men, the numerous married women without children, the unsettled
character of the population in early years, the multitude of
men engaged in risky speculations, and the high wages of domestic servants, drove people .t o hotels, restaurants and
boarding houses in early times • • • many of the influences
potent against housekeeping twenty years ago still continue
nearly as powerful as ever. n2 9
Another unusual living situation is that of members of
the same sex living together. This arrangement is confined
mostly to the semiskilled and unskilled workers of the city,
although the clerks, an occupation in which younger men predominate, also have a fairly high percentage of people living

-51like this. The Chinese were the main ethnic group to live
together (often the men would live in

~he

factory in which

they worked, while the women lived together as prostitutes),
and groups of Italians and Eastern

E~r()peans

also::.did so.

Lastly, nativity seemed to playa part in determining
living situation (Table 4.12), but this correlation is primarily based upon the fact that place of birth is so strongly
correlated with occupational status. In other words, the ethnic

Table 4.12: Living Situation by Nativity, 1870 (%)
Nativity
Living Situation

Native

Fam.,no children
Fam.,children
Fam. ,servant
Ext. Family
Single Parent
Alone
Same Sex

10.6
24.7
13.3
17.3
8.2
20.8
5.1

10.7
36.6
5.2
16.4
7.7
11.4
11.9

N

(255)

(754)

x2 = 46.64; d.f. = 6; p

Foreil!5!!

<.001

groups whose members are generally in low status occupations
show patterns of living situations that are similar to !!1
the people in low status occupations. The main difference
between the native and the foreign born that is not related
to occupational status is that the foreign born are less
likely to live alone, and more likely to live in a family
with children, or with a group of the same sex, than are

-52the native born. The traditional view of immigrants living
in extended familiesJO is not borne out by these figures.
However, immigrants are more likely to live in the more
supportive atmosphere of a family, or a group of the same
sex, than are the na ti ves, who are far more likely than .
the immigrants to live alone. This makes sense if one thinks
of the immigrants as' .being less at home in the United States,
and especially in a City, than were the native born; perhaps '
also they were more accustomed to living in the more communal atmosphere of a European (or Chinese). village.
The topic of family structure is an important and
complex one, and I have not been able to do it justice
in this brief treatment. Hareven is certainly correct in
pointing out the need for longitudinal analyses of family
structure, for only then can historians accurately study
how it has changed in the course of America's history.

Summary and Conclusions
A fairly detailed picture of San Francisco's social
structure is available through an analysis of the manuscript
census.' The census has revealed a social structure rather
rigidly stratified along ethnic lines, although entry into
a high level occupation does seem to indicate a commensurate
increase in wealth. The Chinese, blacks, women, Southern and
Eastern Europeans and Irish are all disproportionately
represented in the semiskilled and unskilled occupational

- .53categories. White native men are found in disproportionate
numbers in the high white collar and clerk and .s ales categories, and the Canadians and British and the Northern
Europeans are found somewhere between these two groups,
clus tering especially in

the~·

minor proprietor and skilled

categories. Wealth is very closelYcorrelated'with occupation, and
age is closely correlated, although curvilinearly, with
wealth. The snapshot of. living situations has revealed
differences arising primarily as a result ' of age

differences~

However, differences between living alone, and living in a
family with children or wtth .members of the same sex have
been found between the native and the foreign born.
San Francisco thus
hardly seems. to be a city where
.
equal opportunities were equally open to all. The very fact
of foreign birth places one much .lower in occupational status and therefore in wealth than the native born. Second
generation Americans are also handieapped by the fact of
their parents I. foreign birth. Even wi thin the group of
foreign born, certain ethnic groups are far worse-off than
other groups.
However, this picture of the social structure at one
point in time is somewhat misleading. I turn now to an
.examination of the changes occurring to the 1009 San Francisco residents over the next twenty years. Tracing individuals over time has revealed a fluidity that the static
picture conceals.

-54Chapter 5. Geographic Mobility, 1870-1890

One of the salient facts of nineteenth century American life has been the exceedingly high rates of geographic
movement taking place throughout the whole country. Contrary to common ideas on the subject, American life was
no more stable 100 or 150 years ago than it is today. Research on., such diverse areas as urban New England and rural
Wisconsin has uncovered similarly high

rat~s

of movement

throughout the years1, although differences in the groups
of people who are the most Mabile have been found 2 •
Persistence iS,defined as the percentage of people
remaining in an area after a specified lapse of time" From
1870 to ·. 1880;-: .t he .p ersistence rate of my sample was 27.8%
(280 out of the original 1009 had remained in the city for
ten years). This rate is comparable, although slightly higher
than rates found for other nineteenth century American
cities. Worthman has found a persistence rate of 34% for
the white working class during the years 1880-1890 in Birmingham, Alabama 3 • Chudacoff has found a persistence rate
of 31.2% in Omaha for the years 1880-19004 • Thernstrom has
computed turnover rates for Boston, and has found similarly
large numbers of people both . entering and lealVing the city
in both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 5
The second ten years show a much higher persistence
rate: 57.1%, or 160 out of 280 people stay the second ten
years. Once a person has stayed ten years, he or she is
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much more likely to stay another ten years. Richard Hopkins,
in a study of 'occupational and geogra.p hic:. mobility in Atlanta
in the late nineteenth century has also discovered this to
be true 6 • The persistence rate for the two decades as a whole
is 15.9%. Out of the original 1009 residents, only 160 remained after twenty years. Although I have characterized
San Francisco at this time as a city beginning to "settle
down", a great deal of geographic fluidity was still present.
Did different groups of people leave the city at different rates? Because the city directories regularly excluded Chinese and blacks, I could not trace them for this
second half of the study. Therefore, I have been unable to
make racial comparisons of persistence rates?

Secondly,

the city directories in the nineteenth century included
only those women who were either unmarried or widowed--in
other words, heads of households. Although these were the
same women who got into the sample, a woman's marriage
would mean that she would no longer .be l.is ts.d in the directory, although she might very well still be in the city.
Because I did not go through the marriage records, I could
find only those women who were both in San Francisco and unmarried after ten or twenty years. The perSistence rate of
the women after twenty years was ?4%, as . compared with 16.9%
for the men. This lower persistence rate may very well be
affected by those women who married over the years.
The persistence rates for the different occupational,

-56Table 5.1: Occupational Differentials in Persistence Rates (%)
Occupation

1870-1880

1880-1890

1870-1890

Professional
Mjr. Prop.
Clerk
Semiprof.
Mnr. Prop.
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

30.8
57.1
35.1
28.6
26.6
25.1
23.1
19.8

47.1
52.1
50.0
66.7
47.1
65.5
60.7
60.0

15.4
29.8
17.6
19.0
12.5
16.2
14.3
11.9

Mean of the sample

27.8

57.1

15.9

groups are shown in Table 5.1. Generally speaking, the higher
the occupational category, the higher the persistence rate.
Thernstrom has noted that the mobility figures for Boston
in the late nineteenth century support the contention that
,

'

it was the least successful who tended to move on, and the
most success fill who tended to stayS. This is generally true
for San Francisco. The

majo~

proprietors have rates very

much higher than most occupational groups; not only were
they the most successful, but they were in a business that
could not easily be', transferred elsewhere. However, the professionals in San Francisco, unlike those of Boston, had the
lowest perSistence rates of all the white collar groups over
twenty years. I would speculate that this is primarily because of the relative youth of the city. San Francisco in
the late nineteenth century had not yet developed a stable
elite class to the extent that Boston had. Although the
major proprietors and managers did stay in the highest percentages; the professionals--whose jobs were more easily
transferred--did not.

-57In Thernstrom's earlier work, Poverty and Progress, he
notes that it was specifically propertyless laborers who
left the city (Newburyport, Massachusetts) in the greatest
numbers; he also found this to be true of Boston in the
late nineteenth century. Thernstrom calls these people the
"floating proletariat n9 • Chudacoff has posited an enlarged
version of Thernstrom's floating proletariat in whioh low
white collar workers are included. In his work on Omaha,
Chudacoff has found this group to be as mobile as the low
manual workers 10 • In San Francisco, the minor proprietors
have persistence rates tnat are much closer to those of the
semiskilled and unskilled than they are to those of the
other white collar workers, thus supporting Chudacoff's
thesis. Clerk and sales, however, who m'ight be expected to
be equally mobile, are actually less mobile than most of
the occupational groups.
In his concept of the floating proletariat, Thernstrom
specifically ties the ownership of real estate to greater
geographic stability. While I did not find a rigorous separation between owning no real estate and owning a small
amount of it, Table 5.2 shows clearly that the greater the
amount of real estate owned, the more likely a person was
to stay in the City. This relationship, however, does not
hold up when controlling for oCcupatiDn. Although those with
over $5000 in,real estate have higher persistence rates than
those with less than that who are in the same occupational

-58Table 5.2: Ownership of Real Estate by Persistence (%)

18Z0-188P

1870-18 20

$0-999
11000-4999
5000 and over

23.9
34.1
43.2

9.8
17.8
27.3

Mean of the sample

27.8

15.9

Amoun t owned

category, the relationship does not hold up for the other
real estate categories, and is not statistically significant. As with the connection between ethnic group and wealth,
the connection between persistence and wealth is due primarily to the connection between persistence and occupation.
The foreign born have slightly higher persistence rates
than do the native born (16.7% over twenty years as compared
with 12.9%), but these rates are not significantly different.
Among the different ethnic groups, the Southern and Eastern
Europeans had the lowest persistence rates and the Irish
had the highest, but again, these differences . . are not significant, and disappear when controlling for occupation.
As with real estate, occupation was the primary determinant
of persistence rates.
I have found a curvilinear relationship between persistence and age. As Table 5.3 shows, the youngest and the
oldest age groups have the lowest perSistence rates. This
is especially clear when the twenty years as .awhole are
examined (third:, column). However, the low persistence rate
of the two older groups can be a:t tributed to death rather

-.59Table .5.3: Age Differentials in Persistence Rates (%)
1870":1880

Age

1880-1890

1870-1890

.54 • .5

60-6.5

20.1
27.8
31.8
27.9
23.1

60.0
64.7
27.6
16.7

11.0
16.7
20.8
7.7
3.8

Mean of the sample

27.8

.57.1

1.5.9

18-29
30-39
40-49
~O-·:S9

than to outward migration. Those in the prime of their
careers in 1870--the 40-49 age group--have the highest
persistence rates. This is true even when occupation is
'controlled, although more so in the blue collar category.

Table .5.4: Living Situation Differentials in Persistence
Rates (%)
.Living Situation

18Z0-1880

Fam.,no children
Fam. , children
Fam., servant
Ext. Family
Single_parent
Alone
Same Sex

30.8
30.7
.52.1
31.0
13.9

Mean of the sample

27.8

20.Q

12.6

1880-18 20

18Z0- 18 20

46.9
.59.0
.5.5.3
60.4
.54 • .5
.57.1
.53.8

14.0
18.3
28.8
19.0
7.6
11 • .5
6.8

.57.1

1.5.9

The effect of age can also be seen when the persistenoe
rates for those in different living situations are examined.
As Table .5.4 shows, those in the more stable situations of
a family with children, a family with servants and an extended family have' the highest perSistence rates. The first
two are situations in which the majority of people are in
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the 30-39 or 40-49 age groups, also the age groups with
the highest persistence rates. Similarly, those situations
in which either the youngest or the oldest age groups
(those with the lowest persistence rates) predominate-alone or with members of the same sex for the former, single
parents for the latter--are those situations in

whi~h

the

people have the lowest perSistence rates. The relationship between perSistence and 1iving, situation does not
exist when age is being controlled for: age,

~ather

than

living situation, is the more important factor in determining persistenee rates.
Thus" although movement out of the city was very high
during these years,. all groups did not parti'cipate equally
in this movement. Those lower in occupational status, those
owned _
who,..no property, or only small amounts of ,it:,' those who were
younger and those who did not live in families were all
more likely to leave the city than their older, wealthier
and higher-status counterparts.
I was also able to measure address changes within the
city over the twenty years. I found that approximately 68%
of the sample moved at least once every decade. This meant
that there was no lessening of movement within the city
during the second ten years, as there was a lessening of
movement out of the city. By 1890, only 4% of the 160 people
were at the same address they had been at in 1870

0

Chudacoff

finds this same percentage of people at the same address in
Omaha after twenty years11. Furthermore, there were no

-61significant differences between rates of moving among occupational, ethnic or age groups. Movement within the city
of San Francisco during the years 1870-1890 was very high
and equally widespread.
The overwhelming majority of the 1009 San Francisco
residents had disappeared after ten and twenty years, either
because they had died, or because they had moved to another
city12. Those who had died can be found in the death records
of the city; those who had moved are practically impossible
to trace13 • One historian of social mobility states that:
"A crucial characteristic of American city life in the
classic era of heavy immigration was precisely that city
dwellers in general, and poor people in particular were
highly transient, leaving a single faint imprint on the
directory
census schedule or the citYAfiles and then vanishing completely."14 In any study of 'the "common" people of America's
past, the historian must reckon with the disappearance of
most of them within a very short time-span. While we can
say who these people were with some degree of certainty,
where they went and how they fared remains a mystery.

-62Chapter 6. Occupational Mobility, 1870-1890

Rates of movement both within and out of the city of
San Francisco were very high in the late nineteenth century,
as the last chapter has shown. Movement in physical space,
however, does not necessarily imply movement in s0cial
space. I turn now to an examination of the occupational
mobility experienced by those San Francisco residents
who stayed in the city from ten to twenty years.
It is important to note that these San Franciscans
were atypical simply in their staying in the city long
enough to be traced,; 7 out of 10 of their fellow residents
were gone by 1880, 8.5 out of 10 were gone by 1890. As
Chapter 5 has shown, moreover, those who left the City were
not a cross-section of the city's population, but tended
to be younger and lower in occupational status than those
who stayed. Thus, the mobility rates uncovered may not be
representative of the City's population as a whole; they
are more likely to be representative of those people who
stayed in the city from ten to twenty years~
A second ,caveat concerns occupational classification.
As in Chapter 4, I have used an eight category, a five category and a two category occupational scheme, depending upon
what it is that is being discussed and how important greater
detail is. Movement between white and blue collar categories

-63will be considered interclass $obility; movement between
any of the strata on either the eight or the five category
occupational schemes will be considered interstratum mobility2. Interclass mobility generally denotes a more significant move, but this may not always be the case. Such
factors as wage increases and job security, factors that
I have not been able to account for, may influence the nature
of a move more than simply a change in class would. As an
example, a move from a skilled job to the low white collar
status of a minor proprietor might actually involve a decrease in earnings and in job security, while a move from
semiskilled to skilled status might involve a greater increase in both

wage~

and security than the first move, al-

though "the second move does not break a class barrier.
Skilled status might also be at least as prestigious as
minor proprietor status, and very possibly more prestigious
than that of a peddler, which would also be considered a
low white collar job. Thus, the mobi.lity figures must be
studied carefully, with an eye to the meanings behind them
in the lives of the people they represent 3 •
Table 6.1 shows how the occupational distribution of
the sample changed over twenty years. Most striking is the
15% decrease in manual jobs and the corresponding increase
in nonmanual jobs. The decrease in the percentage of people
in manual jobs took place primarily in the unskilled category.
As will

b~.,hown

later, this is a result not only of the

-64Table 6 1: Changes in Occupational Distribution of Sample,
1870-1890 (%)
0

-1880

Occupation

1870

High white collar
Low white collar
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

13.5
22.2
2303
23.5
17.5

23.1
29.5
18.5
20 03
805

23 06
25.5
23.0
20.5
705

White collar
Blue Collar

35.7
6403

52.7
47.3

4901
50.9

N

(1009)

(280)

(160)

1890

low perSistence rate of people in this stratum, but also
of the high percentage of people who moved upward out of
this category over the twenty years. The. increase in the
percentage of people in nonmanual jobs took place primarily
in the high white collar category, and resulted more from
the high persistence rates of this group than it did from
mobility into the groupo

Interclass Mobility
Table 6 0 2 shows the interclass mobility that took
place in each decade, as well as over the twenty years as
a whole. As can be seen, upward mobility during the second
decade was considerably less than it had been during the
first decade; downward mobility rates were somewhat higher.
When more detail is used4 , it can be seen that the decrease
in upward mobility rates during the second decade was primarily a result of the skilled workers settling down after
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Table 6 2: Occupational Mobility Across Class Boundaries (%)
0

·lSZ0- 18 20
18Z0-1880

1880- 18 20

187 0- 18 20

In same class
Blue to white
White to Blue

86.1
10.0
3.9

90 0
3.8
6.2

85.0
11.3
307

N

(280)

(160)

(160)

0

1880: 19% of them moved upward during the first decade,
and none moved upward during the second decade.

~he

increase

in downward mobility rates during the second decade was
primarily due to the movement of the low white collar workers: 1501% of them moved downward during the years 1870-1880,
and 19.2% of them moved downward during the years 1880-~890.
The semiskilled and unskilled had similar rates of movement
during each deeade; high white collar workers were more
stable during the second decade. The skilled and high white
collar workers, those in the most stable of occupations,
settle down in the second decade far more than any

~ther

occupational group. The low white collar workers are in one
sense more vulnerable to change than the semiskilled and
unskilled: they have much further downward to move, and
move they do.
Over twenty years, 85% of the sample stayed in the
same class, 11.3% moved upward from blue to white collar
status, and 3.7% moved downward from white to blue collar
status. These figures are somewhat lower than those dis-
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covered for other nineteenth century American cities. In
Boston, Thernstrom has found 17% moving upward and 23%
moving downward for the years 1860-1879; 12% moving upward
and 12% moving downward for the years 1880-1890 5 • Chudacoff
has found 25% moving upward in Omaha for the years 1880-1896,
and 3.7% moving downward 6• Griffen has found an average of
19% upward mobility and 18% downward mobility (this figure
includes blacks) for Poughkeepsie during the years 1850-18807 •
Lastly, Hopkins has found an average of 22% upward and 6%
downward mobility for Atlanta during the years 1870-1896 8 •
San Francisco

g~nerally

shows lower downward and upward

mobility rates across class boundaries than do other cities.
I cannot account fO,r this discrepancy, however, movement
within classes that has been obscured by these figures was
equal to that of other cities, and will be examined below.

Occupational Mobility. The First Decade: The Least Successful Leave
Table 6.3 shows the occupational mobility rates during
the first decade for two different groups: those who left
the city sometime after 1880, and those who stayed until
at least 1890. A direct comparison of mobility rates between
out-migrants and those who stayed is thus possible. The
group. who stayed at least twenty years had upward mobility
rates almost double those of the group who left after ten
years; their downward mobility rate was less than half that
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1870-1880 (%)
(those who stayed) 1870:'1880
In same class
Blue to white
White to blue
N

(those who stayed) 1870-1890

87.6
6.6
5.8

84.9
12.6
2.5

(121)

(160)

of the second group. Those who left San Francisco were thus
far less successful occupationally in the decade 1870-1880
than were those who stayed for a longer amount of time.
As in Boston, the least successful tend to leave in the
greatest numbers. Thus, when the large percentages of outmigrants in the nineteenth century is discussed, the researcher is talking primarily about a group of people who
were less able to improve their occupational status, and
much more likely to decline in occupational status, than were
those who stayed. The large numbers of the unsuccessful,
moving from c:1 ty to city and lea.v ing but a ". • • faint
imprint .• • • "9 on the census or City directory records
is

an intriguing group for the social historian. As has

been said before, l.t , 1s a.frustratingly elusive group.
The occupational movements of these two groups of San
Francisco residents in shown in greater detail in the Appendix10 • The greater upward mobility rates in the twenty
year group are due primarily to the greater percentage of
semiskilled and skilled workers moving into low white col-

-68lar positions. The greater downward mobility in the ten
year group is primarily a result of low white collar workers
moving into semiskilled jobs. However, the unskilled workers
of the ten year group had slightly

~

upward mobility

than those who stayed twenty years. This is the only occupational category for which this is true, and is an exception to the overall pattern I have uncovered. However, Chapter 5 has shown exceedingly high rates of outward migration
for the unskilled workers, and about 80% of them have left
after ten years. It seems that these rates of out-migration
are not limited to the unsuccessful of the unskilled. All
of the members of this lowest occupational group--even those
who experienced

s()m~upward

occupational mobility--left the

city with great frequency.
Aside from this exception, Thernstrom's description of
the least successful moving on (which has been applied previously to the inverse relationship between geographic mobility and occupational status in 1870) is borne out by
the figures for San Francisco. The people who stayed for
only ten years were much less successful, on the whole,
during these

~

ten years than the people who stayed a

second ten years. Geographic mobility is thus also related
inversely to upward occupational mobility: those who are the
least upwardly mobile occupationally have the highest rates
of geographic mobility.

-69Interstratum Mobility. 1870-1890
Table 6.4 shows the movement that took place between
the five occupational categories over the full twenty year
period, Perhaps the most notable feature of this table is
that over half of the unskilled workers have moved upward
in twenty years; over half of this group, however, has
made only one jump, into the semiskilled category. The
. cha;nge. from a day laborer, which the

majo~ity

of the unskilled

were , to a teamster, o:n a cook·, seems a modest improvement

Table 6.4: Occupation in 1890 by Occupation in 1870 (%)*
OccuE!tion in l8Z0
OccuE!tion.1890

. High white

Low white

Skilled

Semi.

Unsk.

High white
Low white
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

88.2
8.8
0
2.9
0

15.2
69.7
6.1
9.1
0

2.6
13.2
78.9
2.6
2.6

2.9
20.6
11.8
61.8
2.9

4.8
14.3
4.8
28.6
47.6

N

(34)

(33)

(38)

(34)

(21)

x2

= 273.02;

d.f.

= 16;

p

<.001

*The table should be read downwards; that is, 88.2% of those
who were high white collar in 1870 were high white collar in
1890, 8.8% moved downward into low white collar status, etc.

over twenty years. However, this change may well have marked
an increase in job security and the advent of 'steady wages,
if not a substantial increase in prestige. Slightly over
half of the remaining upwardly mobile unskilled workers
moved into the low white collar

c~tegory,

the majority of
-'

-70them to become minor proprietors. As was noted in Chapter 4,
this was the usual road to upward mobility for the foreign
born, who made up the overwhelming majority of the unskilled.
It is interesting to note that the unskilled found the
skilled trades as closed to them as they found the high
white collar professions; only 4.8%, or one person, moved
into each category over the twenty years.
The semiskilled found it easier than the unskilled to
enter the skilled category, 11.8% of them dOing so in twenty
years, but almost twice that percentage moved one step
higher, into the low nonmanual stratum. As with the unskilled
workers, the great majority of these upwardly mobile-individuals
became minor proprietors., Many more workers were able to
make the presumably greater jump into the middle class by
starting their own business than were able to enter the
"aristocracy" of the manual class, the skilled trade~. Because of strict apprenticeship and union rules 11 , getting
into the skilled trades as an older man was no doubt difficult. In twenty years, as with the unskilled, only one
semiskilled worker entered the high nonmanual stratum.
If mobility
mobility out

~

~

the skilled trades was difficult,

this stratum was also rare. The skilled were

second only to the high white collar workers in remaining
in their original stratum: almost 80% were still skilled
workers after twenty years. In a sense, the skilled workers
are at the top of their occupational hierarchy, and a: move

-71upward may not have been seen by them as desirable,

even

in a mobility-oriented society. Like the other manual workers, however, the great majority of those who moved upward
did so into the low nonmanual categories, to become minor
proprietors.
Low white collar workers had relatively high mobility
rates. Both the clerk and minor proprietor categories are
less secure, more volatile positions, and as many low white
collar workers moved downward as moved upward over the
twenty years. In contrast, high white collar workers were
the most stable of the occupational groups: almost 90% of
them were in their original stratum after twenty years.
These were people a .t the apex of the occupational hierarchy,
and few slipped downward.
When Table 6 4 is compared with Table 8.12 in the Ap0

pendix, it can be seen that rates of interstratum mobility
in

Boston were very close to those in San Francisco o The

particular routes upward and downward, as well as the rates
at which the different occupational gl'oups .· moved, are . remarkably
similar.
Table 6.5 presents the information that is in Table 6.4
in a slightly different manner. The white collar groups are
broken down so that more detail is possible; mobility is
summarized by three possibilities--upward, none and downward. The high stability of the skilled workers, the large
upward and downward movements of the clerks, and the large
upward movement of the unskilled and the semiskilled stand
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Mobility
Occu~tionl1870

Professional
Mjr. Prop.
Clerk
Semiprof.
Mnr. Prop.
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled
x 2 = 196.56; d.f.

UEward

None

0
0
23.1
2.5.0
2.5.0
1.5.7
35.3~
52.5

88.9
88.0
46.2
.50.0
62 • .5
78.9
61.8
47.6

= 24;

p

Downward
11.1 :3
4
12.0.5
30.8
2.5.0
6.3
5.2
2.9
0

N
9
24
13
4
16
38
34
21

<.001

1 23 • 5% to white collar; 11.8% to blue collar
219 .2% to white collar; 33.4% to blue collar
3none to blue collar
44.0% to blue collar; 8.0% to white collar
523 •1% to blue coll~r; 7.7% to white collar

out most prominently in this table. In spite of the high
percentage of people who remained in the same class over
twenty years (about 8.5%), it is apparent that there was a
great deal of movement, albeit in small steps, up and down
the occupational hierarchy in San Francisco. If the professional and major proprietor categories, those in which upward mobility is impossible, are excluded, 29.4%, or almost
one-third of the sample'moved upward at least one step over
the twenty years. If the phenomena of "rags to riches" wasn't
quite the norm, that of " • • • rags to respectability~. ~ •• "12
was a definite possibility in late nineteenth century San
Francisco.

-73The Ethnic Dimension
In the San Francisco of 1870, a person's ethnic' background was very influential in determining his Occupational
status. Furthermore, it has been shown that the different
occupational groups'moved'upward and downward at varying
rates over the twenty years. Did ethnic group membership,
or being foreign born in general, directly affect one's
chances for occupational mobility? Were the foreign born
as mobile as the native born? Or were they in fact more
mobile, and so able to "catch Up" with the natives over the
years?
Most historians have found that foreign birth directly
affected one's

chan~es

for occupational mobility. In his

study of Boston, Thernstrom has found that " • • • the rate
of upward career mobility for natives exceeded that for immigrants, leaving the latter even further behind at the end
of the race than they were ab the starting gun. lll 3 Chudacoff,
too, has found that natives had a higher probability of
rising from manual status, and a lower probability of falling from nonmanual status, than did the foreign born14.
An exception to these conclusions has been found in the research done by Hopkins. He has found that in Atlanta during
the years 1870-1896, rates of upward mobility between natives
and immigrants were nearly identical 15 •
San Francisco's figures approach those of Atlanta most
closely, for reasons that will be discussed later. As Table 6.6
' sJ!1ows, there were no significant differences between the up-

-74Table 6 06: Interclass Mobility by Nativity, 1870-1890 (%)
Nativity
Native

Foreign

In same class
Blue to white
White to blue

8.5.3
11.8
2.9

84.9
11.1
4.0

N

(34)

(126)

Mobility

ward or downward mobility rates for natives and foreign born.
The percentage of foreign born who moved upward from blue
to white collar status over twenty years is slightly lower
than that of the natives: 1101% as oontrasted with 11.8%, and
a higher percentage of the foreign born moved downward from
white to blue collar status: 4.0% as contrasted with 2.9%,
but these figures are not significantly different.
There are some differences apparent when particular
ethnio background is examined (Table 6.7). The natives,
Northern Europeans and Irish have the highest upward mobility
rates, and the Northern Europeans and the Irish have the
highest downward mobility rates, but again, these differences
are not significant.
Table 6.7: Interclass Mobility by Region of Birth, 1870-1890 (%)
Region of Birth
Mobility

Native

can.Eng.

N.Eur.

S,E.Eur.

Ire.

82.7
11 • .5
.5.8

100
0
0

83.0
12.8

2.9

90.9
9.1
0

(34)

(22)

(.52)

( .5)

(47)

In same olass
Blue to white
White to Blue

11.8

N

8.5.3

4.3

-75When occupation is controlled, one difference does
arise. In the high white collar occupations, the foreign
born, and especially the Irish, have significantly higher
rates of downward mobility than do the natives 16 .The
foreign born who have managed to attain high white collar
status thus have much more difficulty maintaining this
status than do the native born.
By f890, the occupational distribution of the foreign
born is very ciose to that of the native born. Table 6.8
shows how much change has taken place over twenty years.

Table 6.8: Occupation by Nativity, 1870; 1890 (%)
Nativity
1890

1870
Occu~tion

Native

Prof.
Mjr. · Prop.
Clerk
Semiprof.
Mnr. Prop.
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

10.2
16.1
11.0
2.7
6.3
23.9
21.2
8.6

3.4
5.7
6.1
1.9
15.0
23.1
24.3
20.6

11.8
26.5
11.8
2.9
8.8
14.7
1407
8.8

~.6
1 .3
7.9
1.6
16.7
25.4
21.4
7.1

N

(255)

(754)

()4)

(126)

Forei~

Native

Forei~

The left half of · the table is identical to Table 404, and
the differences between the occupational

distributions ~ of

the

native and the foreign born have a statistical significanoe
of .001. As displayed in the right half of the table, the
differences between the occupational distributions of the

-76native and the foreign born are no longer statistically
significant by 1890, although there are nonetheless substantive differences between the two groups. While both
have increased their percentage of people in the professional
and major proprietor categories, the foreign born have not
yet "caught up" with the natives in these most exclusive
occupational strata. They have narrowed the gap with the
native born in the clerk and sales category, and have maintained their lead in the minor proprietor category. Most
striking in the manual occupational categories for the
foreign born is their relative increase in skilled workers
over the years, and their relative decrease of unskilled
workers, from more

~han

double to slightly less than half

the percentage of native born in this category. The least
successful of the foreign born as a whole have caught up
most -dramatically with the natives in the unskilled category.
A comparison of the occupational distributions of particular ethnic groups in 1890 does reveal statistically significant differences (versus comparing the foreign born
a whole

~

with the natives), but only to a statistical level

of .01, rather than to the .001 level as in 1870 (compare
Table 6.9 with Table 4.6). The Canadians, British and
Northern Europeans have moved much closer to the natives
in occupational distribution. The Northern Europeans have
been particularly successful in the major proprietor category, and still have the highest percentage of people in the

-77Tabla 6.9: Occupation by Region of Birth, 1890 (%)
Region ot Birth:
Occupation

Native

Can.Eng.

Professional
Mjr. Prop.
Clerk
Semiprof.
Mnr. Prop.
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

11.8
26.5
11.8
2.9
8.8
14.7
1407
8.8

9.1
901
9.1

N

(34)

x2

= 59022;

~~r

d~f.

N.Eu:tt, S,E.Eur.

4.5

7.7
26.9
9.6
3.8
23.1
15.4
11.5
1.9

(22)

(52)

0

0

54.5
13.6

0
0
0
0

60.0

Ire.

2.1

4.3

6.4
0

0
40.0

12.8
25.5
34.0
14.9

( 5)

(4" )

0

= 28', P <.01

proprietor category, The Canadians and British have

greatly increased their percentage in the skilled category,
and are closest to the natives in the professional category.
The Irish are still the most disadvantaged of all the groups.
They have made only small ,gains in the minor proprietor and
skilled categor1es, and their pereentage in the UD.skilled
category in 1890 is more than double that of the foreign
born as a whole. However, their percentage in this category
has dropped from 36.4 in 1870 to 14.9 in 1890, a drop of
more than 50%. Although many of those who moved have moved
upward only one step, to the semiskilled category, and although they have not caught up with even the rest of the
foreign born in twenty years, the Irish have not been totally stagnant either o In 1870, 60% of them were clustered
in the unskilled and semiskilled categories; by 1890, this
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same percentage clustered in the semiskilled and skilled
categories

0

In 1870, 45% of the natives were found in the

semiskilled and skilled categories; although moving very
slowly, the Irish are nonetheless moving towards a more
"normal", less lopsided occupational distribution o It seems
doubtful, however, that the Irish could achieve an occupational distribution like that of the natives in the lifetime of the people in this sample o It has been impossible
to come to any meaningful conclusions about the Southern
and Eastern Europeans, because there were so few of them
in the city in 1890. It is to be expected, however, that
the few of them that were in the city in 1890 would cluster
in the semiskilled and minor proprietor categories o
What do these figures reveal about opportunities for
improving one's occupational status in San Francisco in the
late nineteenth century? For those who stayed, at least,
,

the possibility of some upward mobility was a strong one,
and in particular the foreign born were able to improve
their status relative to the natives over the twenty years o
Two qualifications to this statement must be made, however.
First, if one compares the left half of Table 6.8 with
Table 6.5, it can be seen that a much higher percentage of
the foreign born were in the three occupational categories
which showed the highest amount of upward mobility: minor
proprietor, semiskilled and unskilled o Contrariliy, a much
greater percentage of the natives were in the occupational
categories which showed B! upward mobility over the twenty

-79years: the professionals and the major proprietors. The
foreign born, by virtue of their low status, were therefore
more likely to be in positions in which they would take advantage of whatever opportunities for upward mobility there
were. The natives were much less likely to need the opportunity for upward occupational mobility in the first place:
more than a quarter of them (and fully half of them, if the
skilled category is included) were at the top of their
hierarchy, with virtually no where else to move. The foreign
born thus had a great deal of

II

catching Upll to do, and did

in fact succeed in narrowing, although not cloSing, the
gap between themselves and the natives.
The second qualification to bear in mind relates to
geographic mobility. It has already been shown that the
least successful left San Francisco in greater percentages
than the more successful. The immigrants who remained in
the city, therefore, tended to be the most successful members of their group, and perhaps this is

an~ther

reason

their rates of upward mobility are comparable to those of
the native born. A second reason why the immigrants of San
Francisco may not have been typical of immigrants in general
was mentioned in Chapter 4. The fact that these immigrants
were able to get to San Francisco in the first place may
have meant that they were better-off than those who stayed
in Boston or New York because they didn't have the resources
to move on. Self-selection may have automatically excluded

-BOthe poorest of the immigrants from trying to make it across
the country; those in San Francisco were thus not among the
most destitute of their countrymen.
As mentioned earlier, Hopkins' study of occupational
mobility in Atlanta also, revealed.: similar rates of upward
mobility for natives and foreign born. He went on to say
that the blacks had rates of upward mobility significantly
lower than those of the whites, and that race thus played a
much more important role in determining upward mobility
than did ethnic background in this Sou~hern city 17. Perhaps
the same can be said of San Francisco, and can be seen as
another reason for the similarity of upward mobiiity rates
between the native and the foreign born.
Al though there', was only a very small black communi ty in
late nineteenth century San Francisco1B , the Chinese represented from 15 to 25% of the population at this time 19 , and
perhaps played the same role in San Francisco as did the
blacks in the cities of the South. Because the Chinese were
so irregularly included in the city directories and thus
could not be traced, their rates of occupational mobility
could not be studied 20 • The literature on this subject, however, suggests strongly that the Chinese were practically
frozen into a very few semiskilled and unskilled occupations,
as the blacks were in other cities 21 • Therefore, they may
have provided a base in San Francisco below which the immigrants, even the Irish, could not fa11 22 • Race no doubt
played a more important part in determining upward occupational
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mobility in San Francisco than did ethnic group; those who
were white had an immense advantage over those who were
not.
Finally, it should be noted that different ethnic groups
tended to use different roads to upward mobility, as well as
to ' travel

at

di~ferent

rates. The Canadians and the British

tended to move into skilled jobs and the Northern Europeans
into small shopkeeping. The Irish who moved further than
semiskilled status were more likely to move into skilled
rather than minor proprietor jobs. The question of why
different groups moved differently and at different rates
is an extremely difficult one to answer. In exploring this
topic himself, Thernstrom pOints out the factors most likely
to be significant in inter-group differences in occupational
achievement. D'iscrimination, background handicaps, the ghetto

'.
as a mobility barrier, differential fertility, institutional
completeness and cultural values are all

explo~ed

as possible

explanations of group achievement" differences 2J ., Thernstrom
concludes that the last two factors are the most important.
The degree to which ethnic organizations can perform all of
the services its members require may be inversely related
to the likelihood that members of the groups will be upwardly
mobile in the larger society24. The Catholic Irish (as well
as the Italians) were much more likely to have their own
self-help organizations, and to send their children to their
own parochial schools, than were other immigrant groups.
Thernstrom notes that the large numbers of Irish in Boston
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who moved into jobs in the political sphere may have been
seizing one kind of opportunity at the expense of other
opportunities in the private economy. Thus another form of
institutional completeness kept the Irish from competing
successfully

w~th

other ethnic groups. However, I have not

found much evidence that San Francisco's Irish moved into
political jobs to the extent that Boston's Irish did; perhaps this is one reason the Irish in San Francisco tended
to be more occupationally mobile than they were in Boston.
Cultural values, too, have contributed to keeping the
Irish in particular apart from the other' groups, especially
the Canadians, British and Northern Europeans. Their largely
peasant origins gave them distinctive attitudes towards
education, work,

th~ift

and consumpt:l.on, making them less

susceptable to the Amerfcan standard of upward mobility than
were other immigrant groups25. Thus, a complex mixture of
what the immigrant has brought from his original country,
and how he adapts himself to his new country, is influential
in determining how well he will measure. up against American
norms. The Irish in particular were less well-equipped
than other immigrant groups in adapting to their new country,
and this fact is r.eflected in their occupational patterns.

Multiple Classification Analysis
I used the Multiple Classification Analysis (MCA) program to further test the results of my studt. MCA is a
multivariate technique that can be used to examine the inter-

-83relationships between a set of predictor variables and a
dependent variable. In this case, the dependent variable
was upward occupational mobility, and the predictor variables
were sex, age in 1870, place of birth, occupation in 1870
and amount of real estate owned; I wanted to see how each
of these five factors affected upward occupational mobility.
The statistics generated by the program show how each predictor variable relates to the dependent variable, both
alone, and after adjusting for the effects of the other predictors 26 •
Table 6.10 shows the results of the MeA done on the
data, and includes an explanation of the relevant statistics.
The results clearly show that age and occupation in 1870
explain a significant amount of the variation in upward
occupational mobility, both alone, and when holding the
other variables constant. None of the other variables had
any significant effect on upward occupational mobility.
The relationship between occupation in 1870 and mobility has already been explored. When age in correlated
with occupational mobility in a contingency table 27 , it can
be seen that those of the 18-29 age group were more than
twice as likely to move upward than any other age group,
and the percentage of people who improved their status
over twenty years decreases with increasing age. The age
group in the prime of its career in 1870, the 40-49 group,
has the least amount of upward mobility. The 50-59 age group
is an exception to this pattern, having a higher

percenta~
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Table 6.10: Factors Affecting Upward Occupational Mobility,
1870-1890
Pred. Var.
Sex
*Age
Place of Birth
*Occupation,1870
Real Estate

Eta-Square 1
.015
• 096
.005
.152
.015

Fgross2

Sig. 2

Fnet3

Sig. 3

2.449
4.133
.168
3.893
.591

n.s.
.01
n.s.
.01
n.s.

.228
5.803
1.218
5.395
1.000

n.s •
.01
n.s.
.01
n.s.

N = 160
R2

= .286:

28.6% of the variation in upward occupational mobility is explained by the fitted model.
l when multiplied by 100, eta-square gives the proportion of
variance in the dependent variable explained by that particular predictor variable.
2indicates whether the predictor variable by itself explains
a significant proportion of the variation in the dependent
variable, upward occupational mobility.
3indicates whether the predictor variable explains a significant proportion 'o f the variation in the dependent variable
when the other predictor variables are held constant.
*a significant proportion of the variation in the dependent
variable is explained by these two predictor variables.

of upward mobility than the two younger age groups, but the
smallness of its numbers by 1890 (7) throws doubt on the
reliability of the figures 28 •
The contingency tables show that both age and occupational mobility, and occupation in 1870 and occupational
mobility occur together in patterns that have already
been discussed. Using MeA shows that age and occupation in
1870 explain a significant amount of the variation in

up~

ward occupational mobility, both alone, and when holding
the effects of the other predictor variables constant.
Furthermore, it shows that neither sex, place of

-85birth, nor amount of real estate owned29 had any significant
effect on upward occupational mobility. The younger a person
was in 1870, and an occupational status of low white collar,
semiskilled or unskilled meant increasing amounts of upward
mobility over the years. It must be borne in mind, however,
that these two characteristics also meant that the person
was much more likely to leave the city in ten or twenty
years. For those of this group who stayed, therefore, the
chance of some upward occupational mobility was excellent.

Summary and Conelusions
The occupational structure of San Francisco was more
fluid than was at first evident in 1870. The examination of
,

a cross-section Of . society at one point in time is certainly
useful, but it tends to distort what is actually happening.
In the case of San Francisco, a cross-section in 1870 revealed an occupational structure in which ethnic group in
particular was strongly associated with occupational status.
British and Canadians, Northern Europeans, Southern and
Eastern Europeans, Irish and Chinese all tended to cluster
in one or perhaps two occupational categories. Differences
between first, second and third generation Americans were
also readily apparent, and it was clear that ethnic background
played a large part in determining occupational status.
But tracing people over twenty years has revealed a
significant amount of fluidity in San Francisco'ssocial
structure. Those occupational categories which contained the

__

_________________________________________________- J
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least satisfying or secure positions had the highest percentage of people who experienced upward mobility over the

25% of the low white collar workers, 35% of
the semiskilled and 52.5% of the unskilled all moved upward
twenty years:

at least one step. The skilled were found to be nearly as
stable an occupational group as the high white collar professions.
But most of the movement 'that took place, it must be
remembered, took place between contiguous occupational
groups. There were few great leaps upward, and the high
white collar professions were generally closed to blue collar workers. The most common upward move was from a low
manual position to minor proprietor status: the Ameriean
ideal of being

self~employed

seems to have been influential

in late nineteenth century San Francisco. The most common
downward move was the opposite of this: from low white collar status (usually a elerk, rather than a minor proprietor)
to a semiskilled job. These two occupational

categories~

low white collar and low manual-'; ;.;werethe most.' volat.lle of
the occupa tiOi1al..:. groups.
A comparison of two groups in 1880: those who would be
gone before 1890, and those who would stay at least until
1890, reveals that those who stayed in the city longer
had both higher rates of upward mobility and lower rates of
downward mobility than those who were about to leave. A
direct comparison 'of out-migrants with more stable residents has thus shown that the least successful left with
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greater frequency than the more

~uccessful.

Ethnic background played a small but definite part in
determining one's chances for occupational mobility. Aside
from the professiena1. category, the Northern Europeans were
quite successful in catching up with the natives over twenty
years. The Canadians and the British made advances particularly in the skilled trades"

but were still underrepre-

sented in the white collar professions in 1890. The Irish
were the furthest behind in 1870, and they were still the
furthest behind twenty years later. Although significant
numbers had moved out of unskilled jobs, over half of this
group had made only the one jump to semiskilled status.
Rates of upward and downward mobility of the native and
foreign born were Similar, but the foreign born had not yet
~caught

up" with the natives after twenty years.

Finally, the use of the MCA program has revealed that
occupation and age in 1870 were the two most significant
factors contributing to upward mobility. Youth, and an occupational status of low white collar, semiskilled or unskilled
contributed significantly to upward occupational mobility
over the twenty year period. Using this program, neither
sex, place of birth nor amount of real estate owned contributed significantly to upward mobility.
The social structure of San Francisco was by no means
closed, nor was it totally free of discrimination. Even
after twenty years, the professional trades were generally
closed to all but the natives 30 • The Northern Europeans were
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the most. successful in moving into the financially lucrative
positions of major, proprietors and managers, and the more
modest positions of minor proprietors. The Canadians and the
British were the most successful in attaining the security
of a skilled trade. The Irish were the least successful of
the immigrant groups. As in other nineteenth century cities,
where you were born, .and even where your father was born
still counted for something in the race to get ahead. If
you happened to be Irish, your antecedents counted all the
more . If you were Chinese or black, you were barely in the
race at all. San Francisco in the late nineteenth century
offered good opportunities for some, modest opportunities
for others. As stated earlier, not rags to riches, but
rags to respectability seemed to be the rule.

-89Chapter 7. The Patterns of American ' Social Mobility

To historian and layman alike, San Francisco in the
nineteenth century was a very different city than most other
American cities. San Francisco was settled rather late as
major American cities go, and then primarily because of a
unique historical event: the gold rush of 1848-49. The gold
rush era established the terms on which the city wpuld be
viewed for a long time to come. The rough and ready miners
with hearts of hold, the lynchings of this period as efforts
at teutonic self-government, a natural democracy due to the
remarkable fluidity of .f ortunes and...the fact that each
class was better-off than its counterpart in the East, and
finally, an easy cosmopolitanism thay buoyed up the various
ethnic groups as well as imparting a European cast to the
physical and social aspect of the area--all of these were
seen as legacies which shaped the outlines of the mature
city1. How different all this was from the sedate atmosphere of settled Boston, from an old city which was barely
growing like Poughkeepsie or Norristown, or even from a
growing Midwestern Pity like Omaha. And yet, when the occupational and geographic mobility figures from these diverse
places are studied in depth, the similarities are far more
apparent than the differences. Perhaps what should be stressed
in discussing San Francisco is not that there were some differences between its mobility rates and those of other cities,

-90but that there were so few differences. Furthermore, not
only different cities, but different cities at different
times have beeri remarkabl·y close in terms of the occupational and geographic mobility experienced by its residents.
I do not, however, wish to minimize San Francisco's
differences with the rest of the country. Most of these
differences, in fact, seem to result from the city's unique
qualities: its youth, its position on the West coast and
its particular blend of ethnic groups. Table 7.1 shows
decadal perSistence rates for selected urban communities
for the years 1800-1968 2 • As was noted in Chapter 5, San
Francisco's perSistence rate was somewhat lower than that
of other cities in the late nineteenth century 3. The image
of the city as young and always on the move is thus borne
out by its perSistence rate--and yet other American cities
were not that far behind. Rural rates of perSistence tended
to be lower than urban rates in the nineteenth century,
and in fact are closer to San Francisco's rates than are
some of the urban areas 4 • ThUS, while it is true that the
persistence rate discovered for San Francisco is lower than
that of most of the cities in Table 7.1, rates of movement
were in general high, and continued to be so well into the
twentieth century. America as a country in which people were
and are continually on the move is an idea well-sustained
by these figures5.
Table 7.2 shows perSistence rates for different occupational groups in selected urban areas for the years 1830-

-91Table 7.1:

persisten~e

1800-1968 '

rates in selected urban communities,

Percent

Decade

Communitz

1800-1810

Salem, Mass.

52

1830-1840

Boston
Philadelphia
Waltham, Masso

44

1840-1850

Boston
Philadelphia
Waltham

39
38
56

1850-1860

Boston
Philadelphia
Waltham
Northampton, Mass.

39
32
44
53

1860-1870

Waltham
Poughkeepsie

45
49

1870-1880

1880-1890

Waltham
' Poughkeepsie
Atlanta
San AntoniO, Texas
San FranciSCO

30
54

50
50
44
32
28
64
58

Boston
Waltham
Omaha
Los Angeles

44

1900-1910

Omaha

44

1910-1920

Boston
Los Angeles
Norristown

59
49
59

1930-1940

Boston
Norristown

59
50

1940-1950

Norristown

1958-1968

Boston

53
46

54
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Table 702: Occupational differentials in persistence ra~es
in selected urban communities, 18)0-1920 (%)
Occupational Level
Decade

Communitz

High white

Low white

1830-1840

Boston

.. 66

60

37

39

1840-18.50

Boston

· 69

40

44

36

18.50-1860

Boston

38

40

.50

32

1870-1880

Atlanta
San Francisco

.58
44

.51
)0

42
2.5

40
22

1880-1890

Boston
Omaha

80
.59

71
48

63
39

.56
34

1900-1910

Omaha

.5.5

43

47

39

1910-1920

Boston
Los Angeles
Norristown

.58
72
70

.50
.58
62

36
4.5
.59

3.5
29
.58

Skilled Low Man.

1920 6 • Once again, San Francisco's persistence rates are lower
than those of other cities, and the differences between nonmanual and manual categories tend to be great.er. But the
pattern is the same: geographic mobility is inversely related
to occupational status in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries in cities across the country. The lower an individual is on the occupational hierarchy, the more likely he
or she is to move out of an urban community in any given
decade. One difference that is obscured by these figures is
between the perSistence rates of the professionals and the
major proprietors. As. shown in Chapter .5, the professionals
in San Francisco had lower rates of persistence than any
other white collar group, and rates lower even than the

-93skilled over twenty years?

I have speculated that the

rootlessness of the city's elite may be a direct result
of the city's youth. San Francisco in the nineteenth century had not yet built up an enduring upper class structure
which included strong attachments to the place itself.
There were also differences between the rates of occupational mobility discovered for San Francisco and those
of other American cities. Table 7.3 shows decada1 interclass
mobility rates in selected urban communities for the years

1830-1968 8 • Here it can be seen that San Francisco, as shown
in Chapter 6, had lower upward

~

downward rates of interclass

mobility than other cities. I am not sure why this is so;
when interstratum mobility is examined, San Francisco shows
rates of upward and downward movement

v~ry

similar to those

of other cities 9 •
Finally, there were some differences between the experiences of the immigrants in San Francisco and those in
most other cities. As in Atlanta, immigrants and natives in
San Francisco moved upward and downward at similar rates,
while in most of the other cities that have been studied,
the natives moved upward much more rapidly and downward much
less rapidly, than the immigrants. I have speculated that
is
thisAa result of the lower occupational status the immigrants held in 1870, the out-migration of the least successful, self-selection in getting to San Francisco in the
first place, and the presence of the Chinese in the city.
The immigrants in San Francisco were much more disadvantaged
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Table 7.;: Interclass career mobility in selected urban
communities, 1830-1968 (%)8
Mobilitl
Decade

Commtinitl

Blue to white

White to blue

1830-1840

Boston

9

3

1840-1850

Boston

10

0

1850-1860

Boston
Poughkeepsie

18
17

7
7

1860-1870

Poughkeepsie

18

8

1870-1880

Poughkeepsie
Atlanta
San Francisco

13
19
10

9
12

1880-1890

Boston
Omaha
Atlanta

12
21
22

12
2
7

1900-1910

Omaha '

23

6

1910-1920

Boston
Los Angeles
Norristown

22
16
8

10
13
4

1920-1930

Norristown

9

8

1930-1940

Boston
Norristown

11
10

16
19

1940-1950

Norristown

10

15

1958-1968

Boston

17

9

4

in 1870 than the native born, and they did not catch up completely after twenty years. But the various factors mentioned
meant that immigrants in San Francisco were generally betteroff than those in other nineteenth century cities.
San Francisco in the late nineteenth century

~

a very

-95different city than Boston, Omaha, Poughkeeps.ie, · ,·Norristown
and Atlanta, and there

~

differences discovered between

the different cities in occupational and geographic mobility
rates. Furthermore, the statistical

~igures

for San Francisco

had to be qualified in various ways. I was sometimes working
with small sample sizes, especially after twenty years and
when dividing into ethnic groups. The biases in the sample,
and in what ways it falls short of being representative of
the city., as .a ifhole,are discussed

in Chapters :3 and 4 and

in the Appendix. Yet in spite of all of these differences
and qualifications, the fact remains that extremely strong
patterns (with statistical significances ranging from .01 to
better than .001) were repeatedly observed, and the results
were far more similar in their general pattern than they
were different. Indeed, the very fact of these differences
and qualifications" makes the similarities that much more
impressive.
In terms of geographic mobility, the extremely high
rates of out-migration and the general phenomenon of the
least successful leaving the city in greater percentages
than their more successful counter-parts are the most remarkable.In terms of occupational mobility, the moderate
frequency of small moves upward, and the similarity of ethnic
patterns across the country stands out most distinctly. The
movement from unskilled to semiskilled, from semiskilled to
low white collar happened with similar frequency in Boston
and in San Francisco. The British in Boston and the British

-96in San Francisco had similar rates of upward mobility, and
furthermore, took similar routes to upward mobility; the
same is true of other ethnic groups10.
America in the late nineteenth century has not been
thought of as a unified nation-state; rather, this time
period is often considered one of the most dissonant, conflict-ridden periods in American history11. But historians
of social mobility have uncovered a surprising amount of
unity in their figures. Social processes across the nation
were remarkably similar. Membership in a certain occupational group, and in a certain ethnic group promised surprisingly similar experiences in

~ery

different parts of

the country.
The way these social processes worked, however, may
not have directly affected people's perceptiOns of their
experiences, nor with what groups they allied themselves.
As I have noted many times before, the context of people's
lives must be used to give these figures meaning. One social
historian has written: "But so little is yet known about
the society in which men and women lived and about the cultures

whic~

had produced them that it is entirely premature

to infer 'consciousness' (beliefs and values) from mobility
rates. 1112
To' the researcher, San Francisco's social structure
in the late nineteenth century was not static. For some
occupational and ethnic groups, there was a substantial
chance for a modest, noticeable improvement in one's eco-

-97nomic status. For other, ethnic groups in particular, chances
for improvement were slimmer, and the improvement itself
less impressive. The figures seem to indicate that upward
mobility was moderately, although not quite evenly, spread
throughout San Francisco's social system, and downward mobility was not very great. Thus it would seem likely that
many residents either experienoed some form of upward mobility themselves, or knew someone, or of someone, who had.
This would imply the reinforcement of the Horatio Alger myth
in many small ways, and would argue for a relatively open
view of the American sooial system, at least for most groups,
although obviously not nearly as open as the Russell Conwellis would have it.
But how satisfied

~

San Franoisco residents at the

turn of the oentury with their economic experiences and
prospects?

What did group cultures have to say on the

subject of social mobility? Clearly, there is a need to
combine the quantitative study of social mobility with indepth studies of group cultures, and particularly group
attitudes towards work1 ), in order to fully understand a
group's experiences. In this way, objective

~

subjeotive

social mobility may be explored, and a fuller, more threedimensional pioture of historical reality obtained.
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The use of both the Federal manuscript census and
published city directories involves problems that the researcher must be aware of, although often "awareness" is
all that the researcher can do about the problem.
As I stated in Chapter ), the manuscript census was
supposed to include everyone; however, this was not always
the case. There was a general bias against the inclusion
of transients and those of the lowest status. San Francisco's
Barbary Coast and Chinatown areas come immediately to mind.
The Barbary Coast was filled with cheap hotels, with prostitutes, and with sailors who often didn't have an address.
The white middle class enumerator might indeed have thought
twice about questioning its inhabitants too closely, or
about going back a second time to catch someone who was out
on his first visit. This prob1l.em:was no doubt even more intense in Chinatown. The underground rooms, the extreme overcrowding and the scarcity of English-speaking Chinese in.this
insular community of 1870 must have deterred the census
enumerator from inquiring too closely into the living arrangements, occupations and even the exact names of its inhabitants.
A second problem is in the reporting of personal and
property wealth. If the resident thought the enumerator was
a tax man, he or she might be tempted to underreport wealth.
But even if the res1.dent understood the e:p.umerator"'s function,

- 99he or she might be tempted to either exaggerate or minimize
wealth. It has generally been recognized that how the respondent perceives the interviewer affects the answers he 'or she
will give; generally the respondent will (unconsciously)
give the interviewer the answers thought to be the ones the
interviewer agrees with1. Although questions on the census
were factual, this problem, as yet unrecognized in 1870,
may well have affected the validity of the information given
the census taker.
Another problem concerns occupational classification.
The enumerator often received information about the head of
household from whomever was home in the middle of the day.
This usually meant that the wife answered for her husband.
The enumerator was instructed to write down exactly what was
told him, and answers to the -important query of occupation were
sometimes frustratingly vague. "Works in a grocery store",
"works in a factory" are examples of the most common types
of vague answers. Whether a person was a delivery boy or
the general manager in the first case, a semiskilled factory
operative or a supervisor in the latter was impossible to
determine. In such cases, I skipped to the next head of
household. A second problem with occupational classification
is that the census enumerator was instructed to ask the
Jlprofession, occupation or trade" of each person enumerated.
If the person was unemployed at the time, he was much more
likely to give his usual occupation in answer to this ques-
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tion, rather than to state that he was unemployed. Thus,
it is difficult to get an accurate picture of exactly who
the unemployed were.
Illegibility of handwriting, especially in family names,
was a further problem o' Names were important because the people were to be traced through the city directories; if a
name was illegible, I skipped to the next head of household.
Another problem with names was that I couldn't use common
names if I was to be certain of tracing the same person. I
was forced to skip the "Patrick Ke).ly·sl in favor of more
esoterically-named citizens (Obediah Kelly was a possibility).
Finally, there are a number of biases inherent in using
heads of households as units of analysis. Stated generally,
anyone who was not a head of household had no chance of
getting into my sample (each head had an equal, one in thirty
chance of getting into the sample; this equal chance is what
makes the sample "random"). Servants who lived with the families they worked for could not get into the sample. Boarders
were listed under whomever ran the boarding house; the.y could
not get into the sample, while boarding house 'keepers (primarily women) were correspondingly slightly overrepresented o
Others living in large groups had no chance of getting into
the sample. This was especially true of Chinese men, who
often lived in large groups in the factories in which they
worked. In this situation,the owner of the factory was listed
as the head of household. The
in

fa~or

~ample

thus tended to be biased

of these wealthier Chinese, as well as towards the
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atypical Chinese who lived in family groups. This is primarily why the Chinese are underrepresented in the sample.
Often, the names the census enumerator gave to the Chinese
seem arbitrary. Everyone living together in a factory, for
example, often had the same last name. This made tracing
through the directories a virtual impossibility.
Finally, using heads of households as the units of
analysis biases the sample against women in general, and
against working women in particular. The man was always
listed as the head, no matter how much the woman contribu ted towards the support of the nous'ehold, Only women who
were not living with men had a chance of getting into the
sample.
City directories also contain biases, although they too
attempted to be all-inclusive. As with the census, there was
a general bias against the inclusion of transients, blacks
and especially the Chinese. The directory usually included
only those Chinese who were shopkeepers, and especially if
they served the white community. This,coupled with the
problem of names, mentioned above, made tracing the Chinese
impossible to do with any degree of accuracy.
Women were not listed in the city directories of nineteenth century San Francisco at all unless they were heads
of households (widows and Single women living alone, for the
most part). Even then, the l±sting was not as complete as
it was for, the men. Secondly, a woman who married and changed
her name could not be found unless the researcher first

-102checked the marriage records. But once a woman married,
she was generally not listed at all. The tracing of women
in nineteenth century America, like the tracing of other
low status groups, is an extremely difficult task 2 •

Occupational Classification
I have followed the occupational classification scheme
that stephan Thernstrom used in his study of social mobility
in Boston, 1880-19703 • The scheme is reproduced in its entirety below·, so ' that the reader may see exactly how individuals were placed. The additions I made to the scheme are
starred. They were primarily added so that I wouldn't lose
the greater detail available in the census (e.g. a grocer
versus a saloon keeper, rather than simply a minor proprietor), but for my calculations, these more detailed categories
were combined into larger categories. A glance at the scheme
reveals occupational classifications similar to those of
today. An important question is, how well does this represent
the relative positions of occupations 100 years ago? I chose
Thernstrom's classification rather than another (for instance, the NORC classifieations 4 ) precisely because his is
a scheme deSigned to fit nineteenth as well as twentieth
century America.' In Appendix B of The Other Bostonians,
Thernstrom demonstrates not only that the relative rankings
are accurate, but that they remain so for the 100 years that
his study covers S • Thus, his scheme is particularly wellsuited to the study of occupational mobility in late nineteenth century San Francisco.
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Occupational Rankings

White Collar Occupations
I. High white collar
A. Professionals
Architect
Clergyman
Editor
Engineer (not locomotive)
Lawyer

Pharmacist
Physician
Teacher
*Publisher

B. Major Proprietors, Managers and Officials
Banker
Broker
Builder, Contractor
Corporation official
Government official (upper)
Hotel keeper or manager
Manufacturer
Merchant (upper)

*Speculator, capitalist
*Import, manufacturer, cigars
*Wholesale groc'e r
*Wholesale grain
*Liquor merchant
*Retail dry goods
*Jewelry merchant
*Retail wood and coal

II. Low white collar
A. Clerks and Salesmen
Accountant
Real estate agent
Auctioneer
Bookkeeper
Cashier
Clerk

Dispatcher
Insurance adjuster or sales
Salesman
Secretary
*Middle level supervisor

B: Semiprofessionals
Actor
Artist
Harbor pilot
Journalist
Musician
Photographer

Surveyor
Technician--med19al, dental,
electrical, etc.
Writer
* Interpreter
*Taxidermist
*Notary Public

C.; Minor Proprietors, Managers and Officials
*Retai:l cigar
Huckster, Peddler
Prop. or mgr. of small business *Retail liquor, saloonkeeper
*Retail dry goods
Self-employed artisan
*Retail furniture
*Ret;;tiJ.: grocer
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C, Minor Proprietors, Managers and Officials (continued)
*Retail fish
*Retail coal
*Retail wood
*Retail shoes
*Florist

*Owns laundry
*Owns stable
* Farmer
*Gambler

Blue Collar Occupations
III. Skilled (Apprentices in IV, Self-employed in II)
Baker
Blacksmith
Boilermaker
Bricklayer, Mason
Carpenter, Cabinetmaker
Caulker
Compositor, Printer
Confectioner
Engineer (locomotive)
Fireman ·
Jeweler
Lithographer
Machinist
.
Master Mariner
Mechanic
Millwright
Molder
Painter

Patternmaker
Plasterer
Plumber
Shoemaker (except in factory-IV)
Silversmith
Slater
Stonecutter
Tailor, Seamstress
Tinner
Upholsterer
*Ship's carpenter
*Gunsmith
*Sailmaker
*Sawsmith
*Hatter, Milliner
*Piano Maker

IV. Semiskilled and Service. Workers
Apprentice
Barber
Bartender
Bus, cab or truck driver,
drayman, chauffer
Cook
Ceoper
Deliveryman
Factory operative
Fisherman
Guard, Watchman
Janitor
Longshoreman
Meatcutter, Butcher
Milkman
Policeman
Sailor
Servant
Teamster

waiter
*Boarding house keeper
* Laundryman , laundres s
*Hotel steward
*House mover
*Paper carrier
*Cigar factory operative
*Miner
*Woodyard worker
*Midwife
*Railroad steward
*Bootblack
*Slipper maker
*Stable worker
*Brewery worker
*Carriagewasher
*Locksmith
*Produce weigher
*Keeps toll gate
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v.

Unskilled Laborers and Menial Service Workers
Gardener
Laborer
Porter
Prostitute

"Keeps house"

Additional. Tables
Table 8.'1: Composition of the Sample, 1870
Number

Male
Female

255
754
888
121

White
Black
Chinese

956
8
45

Native
Foreign

Table

8.~2:

Percent

25.3
74.7
88.0
12.0
94 ..7
..8

4.5

Age Structure of the Sample, 1870

18-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-65
Mean age = 38; Median age

Number

Percent

164
397
318
104
26

16 ..3
39".'3
31.5
10.3
2 ..6

= 38;

Mode

= 40

-106Table 8.3: Race by Occupation, 1870 (%)
~

Occupation

White

Professional
Mjr. Prop.
Clerk
Semiprof ••
Mnr. Prop.!
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

5.3
8.8
7.7
2.0
12.'6
24.4
22.2
17.'0

1001.0
0

2.2
0
0
4.4
17.8
4.4
37.8
33.3

N

(956)

(8)

(45)

x2 = 55 ..04;

d~if.J,

Chinese

Black

0
0
0

0
0
0

= 14;

p

<. 001

Table 8.4: Age by Occupation, 1870 (%)
Age
Occupation

18-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-65

Professional
Mjr. Prop."
Clerk
Semiprof.
Mnr.: Prop.i
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

4.9
2.4
10.4
3.0

5.7
11.'0
6.9
3.'8
14.'8
22.3
19.2
16.4

4.'8
13.5
4.8

11.5

19.5
31.7
15.9

5.1
7.1
7.6
1.0
11.4
24.7
25.3
17.'9

14.4
25.0
18.3
19.'2

0
3.8
30.'8
19.2
30.8

N

(164)

(396(

(319)

(104)

(26)

X2

= 47.t42;

d."f

12.~2

.j = 28;

po( .'02

0

3.B
0
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(These two tables show the interstratum occupational mobility that took place during each of the two 'decades studied.)

Table 8.5: Occupation in 1880 by Occupation in 1870 (%)
Occu~tion

Occupation l 1880
High white
Low white
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled
N

High white

Low white

87.7
10.8
1.5
0

4.-5
80.3
4.5
9.1
'1.5
(66)

0

(65)

in 18Z0
Skilled

Semi.

Unsk.

5.'2
13.8
72.4
5.2
3.4

1.8
12.5
69.6
7.-1

8.9

2.9
22.9
2.9
22.9
48.6

(58)

(56)

(35)

x2 = 511.96; d.;f.' = 16; p <.'001

Table 8.6: Occupation in 1890 by Occupation in 1880 (%)
Occu~tion

Occu~tionI182°

High white
Low white
Skilled
Semskilled
Unskilled
N

High 'white

Low white

94.4
2.8
2.8
0
0

8.5

72.3
4.'3
12.;8
2.1

(36)

(47)

X2 = 336.76; d ..r .. = 16; p

<;001

in 1880
Skilled

Semi.

Unsk.

93.8
3.1
3.'1

0
17.2
6.9
69.0
6 ..9

0
6.3
12.5
31.3
50 ..0

(32)

(29)

( 16)

0
0
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Table 8,.'?a: Occupation in 1880 by Occupation in 1870 for
those who left before 1890 (%)
Occu~tion

in 18Z0

High white

Low white

Skilled

High white
Low white
S}{illed
Semiskilled
Unskilled

87.
9.'
3.1
0
0

78.8
3.'0
12.1
3.0

N

(32)

(33)

Occu~tlonl1880

X2

= 219."8.5;

4

d.f.

= 16;

p

).0

.5.0
19.0
7.5.'0
10.0

Semi.
0

Unsk.

0

9.1
77.3
9.1

0
28.6
7.1
28.6
3.5.7

(20)

(22)

(14)

4 •.5

<.001

Table 8.'7b: Occupation in 1880 by Occupation in 1870 for
those who stayed until at least 1890 (%)
Oecu~tion

in 18Z0

High white

Low white

Skilled

High white
Low white
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

87.9
12.1
0
0
0

6.1
81.'8
6.1
6.'t
0

.5.3
1.5.)8
71.1
2.'6
.5.3

N

(34)

(33)

(38)

Occul!!:tion a 1880

X2 = 294-.52; do'f. ; = 16; p <:: ..001

-

Semi. i

Unsk.<i

2.9
17.6
8 ..8
64.7
.5.9

4.8
19.0
0
19.0
57.1

(34)

(21)
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Table 8.8: Occupational Mobility in the High white collar
group by Region of Birth, 1870-1890 (%)
Mobility
None

Downward

Native
Can,Eng.
N. Eur.
Irish

92.9
75.0
100.0
33.3

7.1
25.0
0
66.7

X2 = 11.41; d. f. = 3; p

<•01

Region of Birth

N

14
4
13
3

Table 8.9: Occupational Mobility by Age, 1870-1890 (%)
Mobility
Age group
18-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-65
X2 = 18.35; d.f.

Upward

None

Downward

55.6
22.4
13.4
42.9
0

38.9
66.2
77.6
57.1
100.0

5.6
10.4
9.0
0
0

= 12;

not significant

N
18
67
67
7
1

-110Table 8.10: Zero Order Correlations between Occupational Mobility,
Occupation in 1870, Sex, Age, Place of Birth and
Amount of Real Estate Owned (R; S stands for Sig.)
Mobility
Mobility

Occ.1870
• 3318
S=.OOl

Occ.1870

Age

Birth

s=.060

~1234

-.21.58
S=.003

.0627
S=.21.5

-.0983
S=.108

.2137
S=.003

-.0944
S=.117

.2818
S=.OOl

-.3218
S=.OOl

.0.588
S=.230

-.1386
s=.040

-.039.5
S=.310

-.1647
S=.019

.2442
S=.OOl

Sex

Sex
Age
Birth

Real Est •

-.1209
S=.064

Real Est.

Table 8.11: Persistence Rates in selected rural communities, 18001935 (%)*
Decade

Community

1800-1810

Ware, Mass.
Northampton, Mass.
Pelham, Mass.

.56
.52
43

18.50-1860

Wapello County, Iowa

31

1860-1870

Trempealeau County, Wisc.
Eastern Kansas
East Central Kansas
Central Kansas·

2.5
26
31
42

1870-1880

Trempealeau County
Roseburg, Ore.
Eastern Kansas
East Central Kansas

29
34
44
59

188:5-1895

Grant County, Wisc.
Eastern Kansas
East 'Central Kansas
Central Kansas

21
51
.51
46

*From Table 9.2 of The Other Bostonians, p.226

Percent

(continued on next page)
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Table 8.11: Persistence Rates in selected rural communities, 18001935 (%) (Continued from previous page)
Decade

Community .

189.5-190.5

Eastern Kansas
East Central Kansas
Central Kansas
West Central Kansas
West Kansas

48
51
40
47
33

1925-1935

Eastern Kansas
East Central Kansas
Central Kansas
West Central Kansas
West Kansas

55
56
.58
.58
.51

Percent

Table 8.12: Interstratum Career Mobility for a cohort
born 18.50-18.59 between first and last known occupations (%)*
Stratum of first job
Stratum. last job

High white

High white
Low white
Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled

92
8

N

(26)

0

0
0

Low white

Skilled Semi.

Unsk.

25
61
9
6
0

4
22
60
9
6

5
2.5
17
48
.5

3
21
6
27
44

(109)

(82)

(59)

(34)

*From Table 4.10 of The Other Bostonians, p.67
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Chapter 1
1. Quoted in Alpheus Thomas Mason, Free Government in the
Making, 3rd Ed. (New York:Oxford Univ. Press, 1973), PP. 596-97.
2. Edward Pessen, liThe Egalitarian Myth anc! American Sooial
Reality," Amerioan Historioal Review, 76 (Oot. 1971), 989-1034.
Hereafter,~this journal will be cited as AHR.
3. For example, see otis Dudley Dunoan, liThe Trend of Oocupational Mobility in the United states," Amerioan Sooiologioal Review, 30 (Aug. 1965), 491-98. Hereafter, this journal
will be cited as ASR.
4. See Stephan Thernstrom, "Notes on the Historical Study
of Sooial Mobility,' Com rative Studies in Sooiet and
History, 10 (Jan. 196 , 1 2- 3, for a disoussion of this
subjeot.
5. Stephan Thernstrom, The Other Bostonians: Poverty and
Pro ress in the Amerioan Metroolis 1880-1 0 (Cambridge:
Harvard Univ. Press, 1973 , p. 259. Hereafter oited as TOB.
6. Thernstrom, TOB', p.257; ' Riohard Weiss, "Horatio Alger
Jr. and the Response to Industrialism,u in The Age of Industrialism in Amerioa~ ed. Frederio Cople Jaher (New York:
The Free Press, 196~), pp. 304-16.
7. Thernstrom, TOB,p. 256; William Graham Sumner, What
the Sooial Classes-Owe to Eaoh Other (1883; rpt. Caldwell,
Idaho: Caxton, 1970), I am indebted to Prof. Harlan Wilson
of the Government Department, Oberlin College, for this
desoription of the Sooial Darwinist Viewpoint.
8. David Potter, Peo Ie of Plent : Eoonomio Abundanoe and
the American Charaoter Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press,
1954), pp. 96-103.
9. Statistics of the Population: Ninth C,ensus _, (Washington, D.C.:United States Government Printing Offioe, 1872).
The publisher will be hereafter oitedas USGPO.
10. Thernstrom, TOB, pp.168-75; Thernstrom, uUrbanization,
Migration and Sooial Mobility,U in Amerioan Urban History,
ed. Alexander B. Callow Jr. {New York: Oxford Univ. Press,
1969} ,P.' 265.
11. Boston, Omaha, Philadelphia, Indianapolis, Paterson,
N.J. and Norristown, Pa. are oities that have been studied
in detail. Other oities that have been studied include
Birmingham, Atlanta, San Antonio and Poughkeepsie.
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12. Allan Emrich. Jr., a graduate student at the University
of California at Berkeley has written an unpublished study
of geographic mobility in San Francisco, but I was unable
to obtain a copy of it.
13.' Thernstrom, .TIm, p • .5.
14. Thernstrom, "Reflections on the New Urban History,"
Daedalus, 100 (Spring 1971), p. 3640

Chapter 2
1. Oscar Lewis, San Francisco, Mission to Metropolis
(Berkeley: Howell-North, 1966), Chapter 1. The following
are excellent accounts of San Francisco's history, upon
which I have primarily relied in writing this chapter:
Herbert Asbury, The Barbary Coast (New York: Knopf, 1933);
Walton Bean, California: An Interpretative History (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1968); Ira Cross, A History of the Labor
Movement in California (Berkeley: Univ. of California
.
Publications in Economics, Vol.14, 193.5); Ray Gilmore,
Readings in California History (New Yor~: Thomas Y. Crowell,
1967); John Hittell, A Histo~ of the City of San Francisc.o
(San Francisco; Bancroft, 187 ); Lewis, San Francisco,
Mission to Metropolis.
20 Lewis, po 116.'
3. Bean, pp.ll0-l1.
4.' Lewis, p. 148 •
.5. Ibid, p • .52; Frank Soule, John Mo Gihon and James Nisbet,. The Annals of San Francisco (San Francisco: D. Appleton,
18.54), P'- 226 is the source of the figures.
6. Most of the men who did this ! were more successful
than the miners themselves. Leland Stanford, who ran a
grocery store in Sacramento during the gold rush, is a prominent
example of this.
7. Lewis, p •.52; Asbury, p. 17; Hittell, p. 128; Soul6'
et al, p. 2.53. .
8. Lula May Garrett, A Social Histor of the Ci
of San
Francisco for the Year 1 1 published Ph.D. diss., Depa.~t
ment of His tory,. Stanford Uni vera i ty, 1938), P'-; 6.5; Soule
et al, pp.' 24.5-46 is· the source of the quote.
9. Hittell, pp.'. 128 ff.10.' Garrett, PP. 228 ff.
11. ~ewis. p. 61; Hittell, p. 262; Soul~ et al says that
the Vigilance Committee had been formed II. • . ' not to supercede the legal authorities, but to strengthen them when weak;
not to oppose the law, but to sanction and confirm it."
(P.' 3.50).'
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12 .. Bean, p. 138; Josiah Royce, California (Santa Barbara,
California: Peregrine, 1970),
, pp. 359-66.
13.' Garrett, P. 245; Soule et al, P. 563.
14. Royce, P. 3, P. xxi. The quote is from PP. 393-940
15. Bean, p. 222. The quote is from P. 123."
16.' Walter Fisher,The Californians. Quoted in Kevin Starr,
Americans and the California Dream (New York: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1973), P. 129.
17. Bean, PP. 122-23.
18. Mel Scott, The San Francisco Ba Area: A Metro olis in
Perspective (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1959 ,
p. 65.
19. Statistics of the Population: Tenth Census (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 1872); Statistics of the Population:
Twelfth Cens'us (Washington, D.C. : USGPO , 1894).
20 0' The following account of San Francisco in the 1870's
and 1880's was taken primarily from the following two
books: Lucille Eaves, A History of California Labor Legislation with an Introductory Sketch of the San Francisco
Labor Movement (Berkeley: Univ. of California Publications
in Economies, Vol.2, 1910); Peter Varcados, Labor and
Politics in San Francisco 1880-18 2 (Ann Arbor: Untv.
Microfilms, Inc., 19
,as well as from the books 'c-l ted
in footnote #1.'
21. Scott, PP. 55-6; Bean. P. 219; Henry G.1 Langley (compiler), The San Francisco Directory (San Francisco: Langley,
1871), P. 50."
22. Bean, Po' 220 0
23. I have used especially Gunther Barth, Bitter Strength:
A History of the Chinese in the United States (Cambridge:
Harvard Univ. Press, 1964); Thomas W. Chin (ed.) A History
of the Chinese in California (San Francisco: Chinese Historical Soeie'ty of America, 1969); Ping Chiu, Chinese
Labor in california 18 0-1880: An Economic stu
(Madison:
The State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 19 3 in my
discussion of the Chinese.
24. See Jerome Hart, In Our Second Century (San Francisco:
The Pioneer Press, 1931), Po' 70 for'a summary of antiChinese legislation.
25. Barth, p. 55; Chin, p. 15; Bean, P.' 235.
26. Charles Dobie, San Francisco's Chinatown (New York:
Appleton-Century, 1936), p. 3; Barth, p. 137.
27. B.L. Sung, The Story of the Chinese in America (New
York: Collier, 1967), p. 24. '
28,.« Barth, PP.' 100-01 ..
29.' George W. Walling, Recollections of a New York City
Chief of Police (New York: caxton, 1888), p. 419.'
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300' Chiu, p; xii.
31.: John P.I Young, San Francisco A Histor
Coast Metropolis (San Francisco: S.J.Clarke,
32;'\ Varcados, pp.' 109-10
33. Langley, 1871, po 50.
34. See Cross, Chapters 8-13 for a thorough discussion of
San Francisco's labor movement, 1880-1900.'
0

Chapter 3
1. See the Appendix for further details on sampling.
2.' See page 3 of this chapter for a brief list of such historianso~

3. See the Appendix for a discussion of possible errors
in the manuscript census.
4.' Barnes . F .. Lathrop, "History from the Census Returns,"
in Sociology and Historf= Methods, ed.' Seymour Martin Lipset
and Richard Hofstadter New York: Basic Books 1968), ppo 79101.'
5." See the Appendix for a fuller discussion of possible
errors in the city directories.
6.' Sidney Goldstein, Patterns of Mobility, 1910-1950:
The Norristown study (Philadelphia: Univ. of Pa. Press,
1958), P. 97.'
7; Merle Curti, The Making of an American Community (Palo
Alto: Stanford Univ .. Press, 1959), P.' 5.
8; Ibid, P.' 442.
9.; Thernstrom, Poverty and Progress (New York: Atheneum,
1971); TOB.
10. Howard Chudacoff, ,Mobile Americans: Residential and
Social Mobility in Omaha, 1880-1920 (New York: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1972).'
11.' Clyde Griffen, "Making it in America~ II New York History,
51 (Oct.~ 1970), 479-99. '
12. Stuart Blumin, "Mobility and Change in Ante-Bellum.
Philadelp~ia,H in Nineteenth century Cities, ed.; Stephan
Thernstrom and Richard Sennett (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press,
1969), PP.1 165-208;
13.' Herbert Gutman, "The Reality of the Rags to Riches
Myth," in Nineteenth O'entury Oi ties, pp. 98-124.
14.' I will examine these studies in more detail, especially
to compare their results with mine, in later chapters.

-1161.5. D.K.Rowney and J.Q.Graham, *uantitative History
(Homewood, Ill.I:Dorsey Press, 19 9), PP. vii, viiio
16.'" Jesse Lemisch, "The American Revolution Seen From
the Bottom Up, It in Towards a New Past, ed. Barton J. Bernstein (New York: Vintage, 1968), po 6.'
17. Seymour Martin Lipset and Reinhard Bendix Class,
status and Power (New York: The Free Press, 19t6); and
Social Mobility in Industrial Society (Berkeley: Univ.
of California Press, 1967):
18. Neil Smelser and Seymour Martin Lipset, Social Structure
and Mobility in Economic Development (Chicago: Aldine, 1966).
19~j Goldsteill, P.; 97.
- 20.\ :Bernard :sarber,'Sooial.stratiflcati0n- (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 19.57), .especially Chapters 13-17. ,
21 ~~ Thernstrom, TOB, PP.' 2-3; land nYankee City Revisited:
The Perils of Historical Naivte," ASR, 30 (April 196.5),
234-42.~
22~j

Barber, p;.;l 3.56.'
23.1 Gerhard Lenski, Human Societies (New' York: McGrawHill, 1970.>, pp.l 38-40.
'
24~' Peter Blau and otis Dudley Duncan, The American Occupational Structure' (New York: John Wiley, 1967), P. vii.
2.5~· Ibid, P.' 6; H. Dewey Anderson and Percy E." Davidson,
Oecu tional Trends in the United States (Palo Alto: Stanford Uni v.~ Press, 19 0 , p. 1.'
26.; Smelser, P.' 36.5.
27.! Lipset and Bendix, Social Mobility in Industrial
Society, Po' .57.'
28.' Ibid, P.l 58.
29.; Ibid, pp. 8.5-90.
30.; Thernstrom, 1ill2, P. 2.57; see also "Notes on the HistOrical study .of Social Mobility,a comrzrative Studies in
Society and History, 10 (Jan.' 1968), 1,2-72.
31 ~~ Barber, p'.; 480.'
32.' Thernstrom, aUrbani zation, Migration and SocialMobility,' in: Towards a New Past, edo' Bernstein, Po' 167.
33; Stuart Blumin, "The Historical Study of Social Mobility," Historical Methods Newsletter, 1 (Sept. 1968),
po' 3.1 See Hodge, Siegel and ROSSi, "Occupatio:nal Prestige
in the United states, 192.5-1960" in Class, Status and Power,
ed';i Lipset and Bendix, PP" 322-44, for a discussion of the
similarity in occupational prestige rankiAgs for the y-ears
indicated.~l' See Herbert Gutman, 'W-ork, Culture and SOCiety,"
AHR! 78 (June 1973), .531-88 for an excellent study of group
~ tudes towards work over America's history.

-11734.4 See footnote #25. Anderson says the following: liThe
standard of living of well over 90% of all families is determined by the gainful employment of one or more of its
members: A manls occupation exerts a most powerful influence
in assigning to him and to his immediate family their place
in society, in deciding their place of residence and in
determining the occupational status of the children when
they enter employment • • • In a word • • • OCCupation is
the supreme determinant of human careers . . . . " (p. 1).
35.' I have used both an eight group, a five group and a
two group classification code for occupation l following the
system used by Thernstrom in ~ (Appendix 'B). The eight
groups are: professionals; major proprietors, managers
and officials; clerks and salesmen; semiprofessionals;
minor proprietors, managers and officials (primarily small
shopkeepers); skilled manual workers; semiskilled workers;
and unskilled workers. The five groups are: high white
collar (the first two of the eight group scheme); low white
collar (the next three of the eight group scheme); skilled
manual, semiskilled manual and unskilled manual~ ; The two
group classification is the traditional nonmanual/manual
(or white collar/blue collar) dichotomy.' See the Appendix
for a copy of the occupational code in detail.

Chapter 4
1.' Statistics of the Population Eighth Census (Washington,
D.C.:USGPO, 1864); Statistics, N!nth:census (Washington, D.C.:
USGPO, 1872); Statistics, Eleventh Census (Washington, D.C.:
USGPO, 1894).'
2.i Mel Scott, Pp.' 71 ff.i
3. The following statistics for the City of San Francisco
in 1870 were taken from the volume Statistics of the Population. Ninth Census, 1872~ The statistics for Boston are
from Thernstrom, TOB, P.' 113, Table 6.1.
4.' I think that the main reason the Irish are underrepresented in the sample is that I couldn't use common names if
I was to trace these people through City directories (see
the Appendix on this subject); my impression as I was gathering the sample from the manuscript census was that the Irish
had a greater proportion of people with names in common than
did other ethnic groups.
5.' Most Chinese lived in large groups in ~ household'. '
Since I used heads of households as my unit of analysis,
most Chinese were umble to get into my sample, hence their
underrepresentation (see the Appendix on this subject).

-1186. A stratified sample divides the population into homogeneous subparts (men and women, black and white, etc.),
and then takes a random sample of each subpart. This insures that minority groups will be represented in predetermined numbers (from Charles H. Backstrom and Gerald D.
Hursh, Survey Research (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern Univ.
Press, 1963), p. 27).
7. Because I' used only heads of households, the sample
was oiased '_in favor of higher status Chinese. Most low
status Chinese lived in large groups in one household,
or were servants in white households, and thus had no
chance of getting into my sample (see the Appendix for
a more thorough discussion of this topic).
8. See p. 42; see also Table 8.3 in the Appendix.
9. Table 4.3 is a contingency table, also known as a
Chi Square (X2) table. The contingency table arranges each
case (in this instance, each individual) where it belongs,
according to the two variables being measured. The Chi
square statistic measures the extent to which the observed
frequency:
in each cell departs from the expected frequency
(that frequency which would obtain by chance, if there was
no relation between the variables being measured). The
degrees of freedom (d. f.) figure . i's · an adjustment for the
size of the table, and measures how many cells must be.
known ,before the rest of the table frequencies can be
determined. The probability value (p) states the likelihood of finding the observed frequencies by chance alone.
For instance, a p value of less than .001 (p < .001) means
that there is less than one chance in 1000 that the observed frequencies have occurred randomly. Anything at the
.05 level or less is generally accepted as a test of statistical significance. Note " that the contingency table does
not establish causality, but only that the two variables
being measured occur together in a particular, statistically significant pattern. When I say that there are or
are not Usignificant differences u between, for example,
the occupational groupings of different ethnic groups, I
am referring to the p values explained above. I am indebted
to Prof. Stephen Cutler of the Sociology Department, Oberlin
College, for this explanation of a contingency table. .
10. See Table 8.4 in the Appendix.
11. Abraham cahan The Rise of David Levinsky (New York:
Harper & Row, 1960~ is an example of a successful Jewish
immigrant who uses this route to upward mobility. See also
E.P.Hutchinson, Immigrants and their Children (New York:
John Wiley, 1956), p. 86.
12. I have used a five category occupational scale for
clearer. presentation, when nothing is lost by combining
the five white collar categories into two.
13. See also Table 4.-9: the Pearsonian H, a measure of
association, is significant to the .001 level for place of
birth and occupation.

-11914. Beoause of the small numbers in the Southern and
Eastern European and South American categories, and because thei~ oocupational distribution is very similar,
I have put all three together for my calculations. More
detailed calculations have ascertained that nothing important has been lost by this. Eastern and Southern immigrants, the "new" immigrants, had not yet entered the
United States in great numbers in 1870, therefore I was
not able to study them in any great detail.
15. See footnote #11, above.
16. Thernstrom, TOB, p. 143; Hutchinson, p. 65.
17. Thernstrom, TOB, Chapter 3; Chudacoff, Chapters 1,
4 and 5; Goldstein, Chapter 7 and Curti, Chapter 4 all
discuss the occupational experiences of the ,various ethnic
groups.
18. Milton Gordon, Assimilation in American Life (New
York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1964), p. 77.
19. Osoar Handlin, Boston's Immigrants (New York: Atheneum,
1970), PP. 46, 49.
20. See footnote #17 above.
21. The manuscript census records the age and the state
in which the children of the heads of households have been
born. It is thus possible not only ' to determine which
states migrants have lived in on their trip westward, but
how long they have lived in each (naturally this applies
only to those whose children were born en route). Mel
Scott also notes that: "Not all the foreign born came
directly to California from other. ,,0 ountri es ,however; a
large proportion had lived for a time in Eastern or Midwestern states before moving to the Bay area and other
parts of the state." (P. 62).
22. Up until about 1863, many of the Chinese who came to
San Franoisoo were sent off to the gold mines in the Sierra
foothills. Until about 1867, numbers of them were also
sent to work on the transoont~nental railroad. After 1870,
however, the vast majority of them stayed in San Francisco.
See Chiu, chapters 1 and 2.
23. See Dobie for a general discussion of this topic.
See also Chapter 2 of this paper.
24. In 1878, a law was passed by the California legislature forbidding the Chinese to hold real estate (Hart,
In Gur Second Century, P. 70.
25. The relationship between the variables in this oorrelation matrix is measured by Pearson's H, , a measure of
aSSOCiation, also known as the correlation coefficient. It
measurm the strength and direction of a linear bivariate
relationship. A partial correlation is a statistical way
of controlling for any number of other variables. It holds
the effects of one independent variable constant (in this
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case, either occupa~ion or place of birth) while measuring
the relationship between a second independent variable
(place of birth in the first case, occupation in the second)
and a dependent variable (in this case, wealth). Table 8.10
in the Appendix is another example of the use of the Pearsonian R.
26. Lawrence Glasco, "Computerizing the Manuscript Census,"
Historical Methods Newsletter, 3 (March~970), p. 25.
27. Tamara Hareven, liThe Family Process: The Historical
Study of the Family Cycle,1I Journal of Social History, 7
(Spring 1974), 322-29. See also Susan E. Bleomberg, Mary
Frank FOX, Robert M. Warner and Sam Bass Warner Jr., IIA
Census Probe into Nineteenth Century Family History: Southern
Michigan, 1850-1880," Journal of Social History, 5 (Fall
1971), 26-45 for an example of tracing families over time.
28. Hareven, Ibid, p. 322.
29. Hittell, p. 449. On this topic, see also Oscar Lewis,
This Was San Francisco (New York: David McKay, 1962),
p. 186; B.EoLloyd, Lights and Shades of San Francisco (San
Francisco: A.L.Bancroft, 1876), p. 66; Soul~ et aI, PP. 639
ff.
30. See William J. Goode, liThe Theory and Measurement of
Family Change,· in Indicators of Social Change, ed. Eleanor
Sheldon and Wilbert Moore (New York: Russell Sage, 1968),
PP. 295-348,for Goode's discussion of what he calls the
"classical family of western nostalgia ll • See also Peter
Laslett, "The Comparative History of Household and Family, II
Journal of Social History, 4 (Fall 1970), 75-87.

ChaRter 5
1. Thernstrom, ~, Chapter 3, also pp. 222,226; Curti,
Chapter 4.
2. Thernstrom, Ibid, PP. 227-231.
3. Paul Worthman "Working Class Mobility in Birmingham,
Alabama, 1880-1914," in Anonymous Americans, ed. Tamara
Hareven (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:Prentice-Hall, 1971), P. 183.
4. Chudacoff, p. 45.
5. Thernstrom, ~, Pp. 16-17.· See Chapter 7 of this paper
and Table 7.1 for further comparisons of persistence rates.
6. Richard Hopkins, "Occupational and Geographic Mobility
in Atlanta, 1870-1896," Journal of Southern History, 34
(May 1968), 211 ..
7. For the same reason, I could not trace the patterns of
occupational mobility for the blacks or the Chinese. See
the Appendix for more detail on this topic.

-1218. Thernstrom, TOB, pp. 39-40, 227-231.
9. Thernstrom, Poverty and Progress, pp. 85, 150-52, 198-99i

TOB, p. L~2.
10. Chudacoff, p. 90.
11. Ibid, p. 58. Chudacoff finds that the native born have
slightly higher rates of intra-city 'mobility than do the
foreign born (P. 68), and that those of higher occupational
status have slightly lower rates of intra-city mobility
than these of lower occupational status (P. 86).
12. The blacks and Chinese, who could not be traced, composed only 5.3% of the original sample. They are not included in this statement.
13. Thernstrom, "TOB, footnote #6, pp. 309-10.
14. Ibid, P. 41.
Chapter 6

1. All historical studies ·Gf occupational mobility are handicapped by their inability to account for those who left.
See Thernstrom, TOB, pp. 38-39 and footnote #7, pp. 309-10
for a discussion of this problem.
2. Ibid, p. '48
!
3. Sociologists generally consider a move to a different
class to be more significant than a move within a class.
Leonard Reissman, in Class and American Society (Glencoe,
Ill.: The Free Press, 1959) says that class is a defining
characteristic that establishes the tone and sets the format
for social relationships (p. 70). However, it must be
remembered that the "class barrier" is an artificial hurdle
set up by the social sCientist, and one that mayor may
not be apparent to the actors themselves. · On this subject,
see Warner S. Landecker, "Class Boundaries," ASH, 25 (Dec.
1960), 868-77. On the subject of qccupational prestige, the
Hodge, Siegel and' Rossi article, "Occupational Prestige in
the United States, 1925-1963~u has already been referred to
(see footnote #33, Chapter 3). They say that since 1925,
" • • • there have been no substantial changes in occupational
prestige in the United States." (P. 329). If this can be
extended back to the late nineteenth century, it means that
movements across and within classes meant essentially similar
t~ings 100 years ago and today.
4~ See Tables 8.5 and 8.6 in the Appendix.
5. Thernstrom, TOB,p. 55.
6. Chudacoff, p. 99, Table 23
7. Griffen, "Making it in America," p. 484.
8. Hopkins, p. 108.

-1229. Thernstrom, TOB, p. 41.
10. See Table 8.7 in the Appendix.
11. Skilled trade unions played an important part in San Francisco's economic life during the years 1870-1890. See
Cross, Chapters 4, 8-13.
12. Thernstrom, ~, p. 257.
13. Ibid, p. 119.
14. Chudacoff, pp. 102-03.
15. Hopkins, p. 108.
16. See Table 8.8 in the Appendix.
17. Hopkins, p. 208.
18. For an excellent discussion of the blacks in San Francisco in the late nineteenth century, see Francis Lortie,
San Francisco's Black Communit
18 0-18 0 (San Francisco:
R & E Research Associates, 1973 •
19. Alan Saxton, The Indispensable Enemy: A Study of the
Anti-Chinese Movement in California, pp. 19-20. Quoted in
Lortie.
20. See the Appendix for a further discussion of this problem.
21. See Chiu for a thorough discussion of Chinese occupational patterns in California. See Thernstrom, TOB, Chapter
8; Hopkins; Alwyn Barr, "Occupational and Geographic Mobility
in San Antonio," Social Science Quarterly, 51 (Sept. 1970), .
396-403; and Griffen, p. 484 for a discussion of black occupational mobility patterns.
22. See Thernstrom, TOB, p. 143 and footnote #10, p. 317 for
a brief discussion of~e II stand on the shoulders" theory
as it relates to nativeO
s and immigrants. See also Handlin,
Boston's Immigrants, pp. 82-84.
23. Thernstrom, TOB, PP. 160-175.
24. Ibid, p. 167.
25. Ibid, p. 168. See also Virginia Yans McLaughlin~
IIPatterns of Work and Family Organization among Buffalo's
Italians," Journal of Social History, 2 (Autumn 1971),
299-314, for a discussion of how cultural values may have
affected the occupational mobility patterns of this·
immigrant. group.
26. See Frank Andrews, James Morgan and John Sonquist,
Multiple Classification Analysis (Ann Arbor: Univ. of
Michigan, 1967) for a thorough discussion of all the aspects of using the MCA program.
27. See Table 8.9 in the Appendix.
28. All three of this age group who moved upward were in
the unskilled category in 1870, the category in which 50%
of the 1870 members moved upward.
°
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29. Thernstrom connected the ownership of real estate with
not being upwardly mobile for those low in occupational status
(Poverty and Progress , Chapter' 5). This relationship doe,s
not seem to hold up for San Francisco. Secondly, I would
speculate that sex ~ an important factor in determining
upward occupational mobility, and that women were much less
occupationally mobile than men in late nineteenth century
San Francisco. The reason sex isn't important in this case
is probably because so many of the women were gone by 1890,
due to the difficulty of tracing them through city directories (see the Appendix for a discussion of this). Their
numbers, therefore, were too small to show up as statistically significant patterns.
30. A professional trade is generally entered as a young
man, however. The probability of entering a profession
after reaching middle age is therefore not very great for
any group of people. Perhaps the foreign born who entered
the city after 1870 had more luck in entering the professions
than did those foreign born who were already in San Francisco in 1870 Tracing a second sample from the 1880 census
through the City directories through at least 1900 would
be one way of seeing if a later cohort was more successful
in entering this most exclusive occupational category.
0

Chapter 7
1. Kevin Starr, Americans and the California Dream, PP. 115
ff.
2. Thernstrom, TOB,Table 9.1, PP. 222-23 is the source
of this table. San Francisco's figures for 1880-90 are not
given because they are no longer representative of the city
as a whole, being people who have already been in the City
ten years or more. See ~J PP. 222-23 for the sources of
the other figures.
3. My persistence rates may be a little low for the City
as a whole, because I could not be as diligent in trying to
locate those who were not in their proper place in the City
directories as other researchers have been (for instance,
searching the marriage records).
4. See Table 8.11 in the Appendix.
5. See George Wilson Pierson, "The Moving American,"
Yale Review, 44 (Sept. 1954), 99-112 for an example of
this ViewpOint.
6. Thernstrom, TOB, Table 9.3, p. 230 is the source of
this table. San Francisco's figures for 1880-90 are not
given for the same reason as was given in footnote #2 above.
7. See Table 5.1, P. 56, in Chapter 5.'

-1248. Thernstrom, ~, Table 9.4, p. 234 is the source of
this table. Again, the figures for 1880-90 for San Francisco are not given.
9. Table 6.4 in Chapte~ 6 (p. 69) may be compared to
Table 8,,12 in the Appendix (interstratum mom Ii ty figures
that Thernstrom has computed for Boston for approximately
the same time period). The figures are very close.
10. Although the Irish moved upward in greater percentages
in San Francisco than they did in Boston, their routes to
upward mobility were the same (primarily through semiskilled
status, and less frequently through skilled status).
11. The literature on conflict in late nineteenth. century
America is voluminous. As examples, for the middle class,
see Richard Sennett, "Middle Class Families and Urban
Violence: The .Experience of a Chicago Community in the
Nineteenth Century," in " Nineteenth Century <:-Ci ties, ed.
Ste~an
Themstrom and Richard Sennett; v'f or the lower
classes, see the Gutman article quoted in footnote #1~
below, and ~eremy Brecher, Strike! (Greenwich, Conn.:
Faucett, 1972)., pp. 1.5-132.
12. Herbert Gutman, "Work, Culture and Society, II AHR,

78, (June 1973), p • .565.
--13. The Gutman ar,ticle examines group attitudes towards

work, and comes to important conclusions concerning native and
immigrant adjustments to industrialization throughout
America's his.tory.

Appendix
1. See Derek L. Phillips, Knowledge From What? (Chicago:
Rand, McNally, 1971), · - PP. 21-50 for a detailed discussion
of the biases involved in survey research.
2. See Thernstrom, TaB, pp. 6-7 and footnote #10, P. 304
for a discussion of using women in studies such as this.
3. Ibid, pp. 290-92~
4. The 1972 NaRC codevook reproduces the current occupational scheme used by this group •
.5. Thernstrom, TaB, pp. 292-302.
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A Selected Bibliography

A Note on Sources
I would like to give special

men~ion

to those authors

to whom I am especially indebted. The work that Stephan
Thernstrom has done on social mobility in Boston has
guided me from the very beginning of this project. Both
the methods he has used, and the discussions of the implications of his finding$, have been constant sources of
advice and inspiration to me. Herbert Gutman's article,
"Work, Culture and Society" opened my eyes to the use of
other, particulary' literary sources to explore aspects of
people's lives concerning social mobility that are left
out of a statistical study. Clyde Griffen ("Occupational
Mobility in Nineteenth Century America: Problems and
Possibilities, II Journal of Social History, 5), Stuart
Blumin (liThe Historical Study of Vertical Mobility,"
Historical Methods Newsletter, 1) and Sam Bass Warner
Jr. ("If All the World Were Philadelphia: A scaffolding
for Urbap History," American Historical Review, 74) all
helped me to understand the larger implications involved
in the study of social mobility. Seymour Martin Lipset
and Reinhard Bendix (Social MO.b ility in Industrial SOCiety)
and Bernard Barber (Social Stratification) in particular
helped me to devise a sociological framework within which
I could proceed with a histori.c al study of social mobility.
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